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Abstract

In many instances, oil companies struggle lvith decisions pertaining to petroleum

investment. The difficulty partially stems from the uncertainties in many of the inherent

variables. Furthermore, conventional investment methods often fail to properly identify

available opportunities.

As commonly acknowledged, traditional valuation methods such as Discounted Cash

Flow (DCF) and Net Present Value (NPV) analyses are unable to properly portray investment

opportunities. Due to large uncertainties and hence risk in Petroleum Exploration and

Production (E & P), investors are gradually turning to a more dynamic approach to investment

decisions.

Real Options Valuation involves a methodology for evaluating the value of an

opportunity, leading to a strategic decision in an uncertain environment. Based on academic

research in finance and business management, Real Options Valuation may be extended from

option-pricing tools of the finance sector to that of evaluating E & P projects. In other words,

although Real Options thinking has been widely accepted and used in some cases, the wider use

of the Real Options approach is still a "hot" debate in the petroleum industry.

A permissible definition of "Real Options" may lead to inconsistencies among Real

Options approaches. As such, Real Options may be defined as a company having anght, not an

obligation, to invest in a future opportunity. The opportunity may involve technical aspects or

may be purely commercial in nature. In all cases a quantitative approach is required. In the

work by Borison (2003) and Bratvold et al (2005), the authors have listed five Real Option

methodologies: the Classic approach, the Subjective approach, the Market Disclaimer approach

I7
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(MAD), the Smith approach, and the Luenberger approach. A comparative analysis of these

Real Option approaches is presented in this thesis.

In comparing the above-mentioned Real Options approaches, it is apparent that two

types of uncertainties may be considered: technical and market. In the study presented, two

petroleum cases are considered: a technical uncertainty dominated case and a market uncertainty

dominated case. The technical uncertainty dominated case is related to reservoir management.

The market uncertainty dominated case involves a Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) distribution

project. The case studies presented demonstrate the functionality of the five Real Options

approaches.

This research is multi-disciplinary in nature, integrating the finance option theory with

petroleum engineering projects, as well as project management. As such, it is shown that the

petroleum industry could benefit from using Real Options Valuation in their investment

strategy, thus improving petroleum business performance.

18
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Research Background

Business under-perfoffnance in the oil and gas industry, and the failure of many projects

to return expected results, is due in part to the high risks and uncertainties associated with the

industry. In many instances managers make important investment decisions where they tend to

trust their experience and intuition instead of relying on a proper project evaluation. Project

valuation is the process of determining the actual market worth of an investment. The

methodology is based on rigorous mathematics and logic. If this were the case, why would

decision makers doubt a valuation and rely on other factors? One of critical reasons is that

project valuations are often less rigorous and may be invalid in that uncertainties have not been

properly included. Although such valuation "errors" may be numerically slight, there is the

potential to incur great economic loss. On the other hand, companies have typically options

available to make strategic changes during the project life of the investment, and such strategic

actions have value. However, it is often difficult to determine the value of strategic actions due

to the uncertainties involved and the use of traditional project valuation tools. As a result,

valuation based decisions in the petroleum industry are usually challenged when they involve

the commitment of high capital costs.

Compared to traditional methods, the Real Options pricing model (Real Options

Valuation) should be more appealing. The attraction of Real Options Valuation lies not in

I9
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making the estimated project value more accurate, but in taking the strategy (flexibility) value of

the project into account. When decision makers face significant uncertainty, strategic and

flexible management can dramatically reduce risks, albeit not totally eliminate them. This

flexibility, the result of uncertainty, acted upon quickly and decisively, is able to add significant

value to a project. Real Option thinking, thus, assigns a value for uncertainty. The more

uncertainty, the more flexibility the project has, and thus, the greater the possible upside in

project. In other words, flexibility has monetary worth. The Real Options Approach (ROA) thus

concentrates on evaluating the monetary worth of flexibility.

Most Real Options approaches have three stages: the identification of uncertainties, the

identification of Real Options, and the valuation of flexibilities. The identification of

uncertainties involves the recognition of key sources of uncertainty. In principle, there are many

sources of uncertainty in petroleum investments, but the two key uncertainties are technical

uncertainty and market uncertainty. The second stage of the Real Options approach is to

understand the types of flexibility or options. If the flexibility comes by solving technical

problems, technical data is applied. In contrast, if the flexibility is related to a market situation,

market data would be employed. The third stage is then evaluating, via logic and mathematics,

the monetary worth of the established flexibility.

1.2 The Problem

The problem of Real Options Valuation is that researchers and practitioners identify Real

Options from different perspectives. A few researchers think Real Options are flexibilities in

which the project can be traded in the market. The project option value is thus the project trading

value. On the other hand, practitioners believe technical strategies also have value. Real Options

20
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then are flexibilities in which investors strategically manage the technical uncertainty.

Obviously, there are different types of flexibility and these can, therefore, be evaluated in

different ways.

Since the 1980's, a number of approaches have been created for Real Options Valuation.

These include, the Classic approach (Paddock, Siegel and Smith, 1988), the Subjective approach

(Luehrman, 1998a), the Market Asset Disclaimer (MAD) (Copeland et al, 2000), the Smith

approach (Smith and McCardle, 1998a), the Luenberger approach (Luenberger, 1998), and the

Elliott et al approach (Elliott et al, 2001). Each approach identifies and values options in its own

unique way, and therefore, each approach has its advantages and disadvantages.

To date no single approach has received unanimous support from both academic

researchers and project managers. The main reason for the variety of Real Options approaches is

a lack of "theoretical precision" in the definition of "Real Options"l. Moreover, there is very

little written that compares and contrasts all the aspects of the various approaches. Lund (2002)

concludes that most Real Options approaches contribute one type of flexibility, "ignoring the

interrelations between different flexibility types. They simplify the project description, by

including only one stochastic variable". The variety of approaches to value Real Options is thus

a consequence of this problem.

The aim of this study then is to review the various Real Options approaches by

comparing their valuation frameworks and their models. The study focuses on the two key

uncertainties: technical and market related. By analysing these, the functions of modelling

uncertainties in each Real Option approach can be seen. FurtheÍnore a technical uncertainty-

I Borison, 2002, pointed out "this situation leaves potential practitioners in troubling circumstances. In principle,

the concept seems valuable and appealing. But given the current state of practice, there is a good chance that one

could either apply an unsound approach or make inappropriate use of a sound one. The result is not simply a lack of
theoretical precision, but mistaken investment decisions and lost value."

2I
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dominated case study together with a market uncertainty-dominated petroleum case is developed

to test the conclusions and provide constructive advice for practical use.

1.3 The Structure of the Thesis

The thesis concentrates on comparing Real Options approaches in two aspects: the types

of uncertainty (both technical and market) and the types of flexibility (both technical and

market).

The thesis is structured in six parts as shown in Figure 1. Chapter 2 elaborates on the

various risks and uncertainties in the petroleum industry and the types of oil and gas projects,

together with the flexibilities or options available to E&P companies. Chapter 3 reviews current

literature on the traditional Discounted Cash Flow method, project valuation, Real Options

theory, as well as financial option pricing models. Chapter 4 illustrates five Real Options

approaches, and compares and contrasts these through two key uncertainties: technical and

market. Chapter 5 develops two petroleum cases studies, one involving a reservoir management

strategy, the other being related to gas liquids distribution. The former is typical of the technical

uncertainty faced by E&P companies, while the latter is a typical market-pricing problem

confronting petroleum companies.

22
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Chapter 2 Investments in the Petroleum Industry

Petroleum exploration and development investment is a high-risk business, involving

capital-intensive physical assets, as well as long cycle times. There are numerous, complex

geological and market uncertainties that have led E&P investments to be at the more risky end

of the investment spectrum.

2.1 Uncertainties in the E&P industry

Uncertainty denotes a lack of surety. In the uncertain world, investment decisions largely

depend on their assessed value. Project valuation, however, is an estimate of the future value

derived from numerous uncertain variables. An inappropriate estimate of petroleum project

valuation could cause project managers to make a poor decision, leading, in tum, to potential

large financial losses for petroleum companies, or to the failure to capture possible upside value.

Hence, it is essential for project managers to understand uncertainties in the petroleum industry.

Proper understanding has the potential to bring project valuation closer to real market value.

In addition to such possible downsides, uncertainty can bring unexpected opportunities

where greater uncertainty gives rise to greater opportunity. Positive opporhrnities could create

benefits for investors. In investment terms, uncertainty allows investors to not only reduce risks

but also have the chance to create more upside opportunities.

Some of the more common uncertainties in the E&P industry are discussed below:
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o Market uncertainty

Market uncertainty in the petroleum industry mainly results from price volatility.

Historically, oil and gas prices have exhibited significant volatility due uncertainty in political

situations, and the balance between supply and demand. Viewed from any instant in time,

market uncertainty increases with time.

o Technicaluncertainty

Technical uncertainties may be exploration and reserve related - involving the

hydrocarbon pool size, shape, distribution, pressure, and recovery characteristics, etc - as well

as field development uncertainties (involving aquifers, field production rate, field decline rate).

The first category is related primarily to uncertainty in physical characteristics, which are

actually present but not well defined, while the latter relates to man-made implementation which

may be well defined a priori but has uncertainty as far as implementation. Although extensive

scientif,rc and goetechnical work is indeed essential for successful modern petroleum

exploration, it must also be recognized that nearly all of the paremters required to assign an

expected montery value to an exploration prospect can only result in an estimate, made under

substantial uncertainty (Rose, 2001). The large magnitude of geological uncertainty can initially

be reduced by paying for further data or information. Technical uncertainty tends to decrease

with time, and as such technical uncertainty may be primarily associated with cost uncertainty.

o Cost uncertainty

Costs associated with any petroleum investment consist of two parts, Capital

Expenditures (Capex) and Operational Expenditures (Opex). Capex uncertainty arises from
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uncertainties in future prices of exploration and production equipment or associated project

implementation services, such as production facilities and pipelines, and their installation or

construction. These costs are estimated with future pricing, and hence, by definition, are

uncertain. Opex may include fixed as well as variable costs. In many cases, fixed costs, such as

management costs and maintenance costs, are less flexible, and can be predicted with relative

certainty. But variable costs, such as material costs, storage costs vary throughout the project

life.

o Timing uncertainty

Scheduling and timing uncertainty is inherent in all projects and activities, the result of many

influencing factors. All are contingent on the various uncertainties previously discussed. Timing

uncertainty impacts project valuation in two ways. First, there is the actual time within the

valuation cycle that events are predicted to occur, for example, time to first production, whilst,

the second is related to the time value of money. Megill (1988) explained that when a

corporation invests in petroleum exploration ventures they are anticipating the receipt of a series

of future annual cash flow revenues. As Ross (2001) has pointed out, assessing the value of such

future cash flows requires understanding of the time value of money, especially the concepts of

the future value of money, compounding, present value as well as discounting. The project

lifetime is directly related to the time value of money.

Moreover, the large number of uncertainties and their varying magnitudes can complicate

the process of project valuation, thereby increasing valuation errors (discussed further in

Chapter 3).

Among all possible uncertainties, market and technical uncertainty are fundamental. Cost

and timing uncertainties can be correlated to market and technical uncertainties.
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2.2 Risks in the E&P industry

2.2.llJigh Risks in the E&P industry

Risk is defined as the potential threat of loss in a petroleum investment. The threat of

loss is usually measured as monetary investment, i.e. capital. The capital loss results, therefore,

directly from numerous uncertainties. Like uncertainties, risk cannot be eliminated, but can be

reduced and then managed.

Obviously, risks associated with petroleum investments are very high. The outcome of a

project is subject to the valuation process, the implementation and chance. Hence a "bad"

outcome can arise from poor estimates as well as "bad" timing about when to deal with

uncertainties. Even a "good" decision can bring possible losses for the company because of

chance. Bratvold et al (2002) fully elaborated on how a "good" decision can lead to a "bad"

outcome in decision-making. Poor estimates derive from an under or over estimate of the

uncertainties previously discussed. It is difficult for decision makers to make profitable

decisions and precisely predict project retums under uncertainty. Hence, uncertainty and

decision quality do not have a linear relationship.

On the other hand, decisions would be often made without having all of the information.

Lack of information causes a major threat to investment loss. Firstly, lack information for price

trends can result in a project with increased price downside risks. Historically, it has been

difficult for managers to forecast price trends. Secondly, as mentioned previously, the estimation

of hydrocarbon prospect size involves many estimated parameters, each with its own

uncertainty, not to mention various options in evaluation tools. Exploration professionals

generally use probability in estimating the chance, as well as potential size, or for a potential
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discovery define the probability of discovering a ceftaiî volume at different confldence levels,

tlpically 'þroved, or P90", 'þroved plus probable, or P50", and "proved plus probable plus

possible, or P10". The use of such probabilities may bring significant estimation errors into

project valuation, and hence potential monetary loss in a particular exploration prospect

mvestment.

2.2.2Two types of risks

There are two types of risks in the oil and gas industry: market and private.

Market risk is the potential loss that arises from oil (or gas) market uncertainty, where

price volatility is a main risk factor. Worldwide oil production directly impacts the oil price. All

oil and gas companies are exposed to price volatility. Thus, price volatility is critical for

economic returns, and it is crucial for project valuation. Furthermore, potential loss due to

market uncertainty also arises from supply and demand situations associated with world

economic growth.

Private risk, on the other hand, is associated to potential loss that is related to the unique

nature of each project. Different projects have different private risks. In the petroleum industry,

private potential loss results from uncertainty of the interplay of geological uncertainty,

engineering technology uncertainty, as well as corporate business strategies.

In conclusion, to evaluate any investment, practitioners are required to understand the

character of various risks, as well as their sources, so that they could derive at more reasonable

and realistic project values.
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2.3 Flexibilities and Options in E&P Projects

2.3.1 Types of Oil and Gas Projects

A typical petroleum project may be divided into three 'þhases": the exploration phase,

the development and production (or exploitation) phase, and concurrently with the latter, the

marketing phase.

The exploration phase typically involves seismic surveys and drilling of prospects, etc.

Companies conduct these activities to collect geological information of hydrocarbon prospects.

High capital costs are inherent in the exploration phase. The drilling of individual offshore

prospects costs millions of US dollars or even tenth of millions of US dollars for deepwater

projects. With investment of such large capital amounts, companies face a high threat of capital

loss, the direct result of large geological uncertainty inherent in this phase. Due to poor

exploration results, such as a series of "dry holes", companies frequently abandon further

exploration of a particular region.

If exploration results, however, are favourable, a company may proceed to the development

phase. This phase involves feasibility studies, appraisal and development drilling, and facilities

design and construction. In the development phase, the company installs the necessary field

production facilities, such as separators, lifting devices and metering equipment for production

of hydrocarbons. The aim is to optimise the overall project, resulting in the best financial

refurns. Marketing involves downstream activities, related to refining, selling, and transporting

of hydrocarbons. Sueh activities are very susceptible to price volatility.

Table 1 summarises typical project aspects, their uncertainties and risks.
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Investment costs
Distribution
costs

Oil / gas price volality
Supply and demand
Political issues

Distribution
project
Refining

Marketing

Facility costs
Production costs
Drilling costs
Facilities costs

Size ofreservoirs
Rock volume
Formation thickness
Porosity
Pemeability
Fluid properties
Producable area
Recovery factor
Production rate
Production decline rate
Aquifer size & strength
Reservoir
communication

Facility design
&,

implementation
Recovery plan
Well plan
R&D
Well testing
Well treatment

Development

Seismic costs
Drilling costs
Logging costs

Chance of
SUCCESS

Trap shape
Hydrocarbon migration
Integrity of seals
Reservoir
characterisation
Faults and fractures

Seismic
surveys
Drilling (wells)

Exploration

Example
Risks

Example
Uncertainties

Example
Activities

Phase or
Business

Table 1 Uncertainty and Risk Categories of Petroleum Industry Projects
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Figure 2 Uncertainties in Petroleum Investments

E Technical Uncertainty I Market Uncertainty

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10llt2t3t4t5
Time, years

Technical uncertainty decreases with time. Market uncertainty increases with time.

2.3.2 Options in E & P Projects

As mentioned above, uncertainties lead to possible downsides or risk, but the former also

create opportunities (or options) related to flexibilities in project investment. As Table I and

Figure 2 show, projects in the petroleum business may have plenty of flexibilities. First,

flexibilities derive from technical uncertainties. Technical flexibility is an opportunity that

managers create to solve technical problems. Technical flexibility can add to the project value.

Technical uncertainty decreases with time. For an oil or gas lease in the exploration phase, the

technical uncertainty is dominant. And thus, there are a large number of technical flexibilities.

These flexibilities are aimed at increasing the value associated with obtaining new info ation.

The flexibilities are created as the company seeks to reveal more perfect reservoir information

by taking advantage of timing and uncertainty. Once the value of information increases, the

profit associated with the project will also increase.

Second, when the company proceeds to the marketing phase, market uncertainty is

significant. Market uncertainty increases with time. Oil prices will determine the project value,
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which in turn reflects the value of the underlying asset to the company. The value of oil reserves

needs to be converted from a physical asset to a monetary asset. During the conversion,

flexibilities derive largely from market uncertainties, and thus the oil price fluctuation. The

company can make use of the oil price volatility to obtain the convenience yield and the option

value, and hence, obtains more profits.

2.3.3 Evaluating Flexibility

Most petroleum projects are valued using the traditional Discounted Cash Flow and/or

decision tree analysis. Decision tree and DCF methods involve the use of a discount rate and

deriving expected (risked NPV) values. There is debate over whether a single discount rate can

represent all project risks through the whole project life. When the project has a long time-

horizon, the single discount rate definitely does not account for all risks. An oil or gas lease

usually has 20 to 30 years time horizon, and so O&G projects are extremely susceptible to this

problem (this will be discussed in Chapter 3).

Therefore, evaluating flexibilities using Real Options Valuation approaches has received

more and more attention in project valuation and decision-making in the petroleum industry.
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Chapter 3 Background for Real Options Valuation

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, firstly, we begin with the basic concept of a real option and its valuation.

The key issue in real options valuation (ROV) is to analyse risks and uncertainties, and decide

how to model them. We will model uncertainties by two stochastic processes-geometric

Brownian motion (GBM) and Mean Reverting Model (MRM) - which are widely used in the

real options literature. We discuss how Monte Carlo simulation can be used to estimate the

volatility of the project retums, and how risk neutral probabilities are used in real options

valuation. Finally, we illustrate real options thinking in decision-making and the value of

information (VoI).

3.2 Basic Concepts about Real Options

3.2.1, Definition of Real Options

The real options concept as a branch of financial options was coined by Stewart Myers

Og7T2. He used concepts from financial option valuation to evaluate real assets.

A real option is a right but not an obligation for investors to make an investment action.

Real options are company strategies aiming at maximizing shareholder value. The options can

be viewed as strategies and flexibilities to manage an underlying asset such as oil reserves or oil

contracts that an oil company owns.

2Also, Stewart Myers (1984) "Finance Theory and Financial Strategy", p136, wrote:" Standard discounted cash

flow techniques will tend to understate the option value attached to growing profitable lines of business. Corporate

finance theory requires extension to deal with Real Option".
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In Luenberger (1998)-real options aÍe "a series of operational options dealing with real

assets". Numerous operational options provide investors with managerial flexibilities and

investment strategies. Investors exploit positive opportunities in uncertainties to increment

positive cash flows by implementing managerial flexibilities and investment strategies.

In Dixit and Pindyck (l994Flnvestment opportunities are analogous to call options on

a conìmon stock. It gives the right (which we need not be exercised) to make investment

expenditures (at the exercise price ofthe option) and receive the project (a share of stock) the

value of which fluctuates stochastically. The model of irreversible investment demonstrates a

close analogy between a company's option to invest and a financial call option.

Real options are options over real assets while financial options are often options over

stocks. Both concepts are similar, but investors deal with different assets. In financial options,

investors handle financial assets. In real options, investors handle real assets. A financial option

contract gives investors the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell a security at a future

stated price. Analogously, with real options, investors (or holders of real assets) have the right,

but not the obligation, to exploit positive payoffs from the strategic management in future.

Real options thinking centres attention on two key points: uncertainty and time. Firstly,

uncertainty is not necessarily an enemy. Great uncertainty is not always equal to great loss.

Great uncertainty can generate positive opportunities. Investors may capture 'trnexpected"

monetary values from the positive opportunities. Secondly, time is on the investors' side. In

other words, investors can take advantage of time to resolve uncertainty and avoid downside

risks. Time plays an important role when solving investment uncertainties with real options.

"Wait and see", or "a trial investment" is often used as a strategy with real options. Time is not

only associated with chances that generate positive payofß for the company, but also it is also

associated with the time value of money. For example, a petroleum-engineering project (such as

a reservoir management project or a drilling project) needs times to operate. Time allows
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investors to change their minds so as to avoid potential project losses. In fact, real option

thinking represents a conservative approach for investment in a long run.

3.2.2 Real Options Categories

As with financial options, there are a number of categories of real options. These

categories of real options are based on the types of strategies, such as delaying, abandoning,

expanding, and so on.

a) The deferral call option- here the investor has the right to delay capital investment to

a deferral date. It is a call option. If the deferral date is stipulated in a contract, this option is

analogous to a European call option (ECO). The investors only can start a project at a contracted

date. If the deferral date is not stipulated in a contract, it is analogous to an American call option

(ACO). The investors can start the project at any time.

b) The abandonment option- here investors have the right to give up a project by

selling an underlying asset (or a project) at a given price. It is viewed as an American put option

(APO). 'When the price of the project is not favourable for investors (when the price of an

underlying asset decreases), investors can abandon the project at a profitable price. For example,

investors may begin with a small trial investment, if the investment results are unsatisfactory,

the investors could abandon the project.

c) The expansion option- if an initial investment goes well, investors have the right to

expand the project scale by investing additional costs.

d) A compound option-different tlpes of options are being exercised in one project at

its different phases. It is a combination of options.

So flexibility is the kemel idea of real options. Due to uncertainty, investors make

investments more strategically, and create more opportunities. Investors take advantage of
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opportunities, and they obtain gleater potential benefits from uncertainties. In this way, risks

(losses) of investments can be partly reduced.

Real options valuation is a method to appraise an underlying property or a project. One

focuses on the value of flexibilities under uncertainty, and the asset present value and its future

potential value. The key issue in real options valuation is to assess the value of this flexibility.

To do this, investors need to analysis sources of uncertainties. What tyrpes of uncertainties bring

about risks? How does one model these uncertainties?

Actually, real options valuation is a tool for the project valuation specially to assign

value to flexibility. It is difficult to value these flexibilities under uncertainties in other ways.

3.3 Project Valuation and Valuation Errors

Project valuation is a process to appraise the market value of an investment project. With

project valuation, decision makers estimate the monetary worth of the investment project. It is a

basis by which decision makers make optimal decisions in an uncertain world, However,

decision makers may not make decisions based only on the results of the project valuation. The

reason is partly due to valuation errors in it. As most researchers and professionals agree, a

project valuation always has some valuation errors.

"A valuation error occurs when there is a difference between the market valuation of a

contract and the value assigned by a valuation system"3 (Picoult, 2002). The errors of a

valuation system arise from valuation formulas and assumptions of the formulas, the

transformation of data, inputs of observed market data, as well as related parameters. The lost

project value (positive and negative) in the valuation arises from errors in inputs of the market

3 Picoult, 8,2002," Quanfitying the Risks of Trading", edited by Dempster, M.A.H in "Risk management: Value at
Risk and Beyond", noted "my experience is that most of the large valuation losses that have been reported by firms
in recent years can be attributed to either (a) errors in the values of the market factors used for valuation or (b)
errors in the algorithms used to extrapolate from observed market rates to inferred, unobserved rates...That is why it
is more precise to speak ofa valuation system error rather than "model error".
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data and related parameters, and errors in formulas and assumptions of the formulas. A given

project might be valued differently with different formulas, even if valuation systems have the

same inputs. The errors in inputs of the market data and related parameters are unique, and the

errors in formulas and their assumptions are systematic.

The errors of a project valuation will never be eliminated, but can be decreased (see

Figure 3). Theoretically, errors are associated with any part of a project valuation system.

Uncertain inputs in formulas and uncertain formulas in a valuation system could result in an

uncertain value for a project. That is why decision makers are reluctant to take the project

valuation as the only criterion in decision-making.

In the finance and corporation management literature, there are two commonly used

project valuation methods: the traditional discounted cash flow method (the traditional DCF

method) and real options valuation. The errors in the traditional DCF method arise from its

formulas and assumptions (it will be discussed again in the Chapter 3.4.2.). As researchers and

practitioners agree, the traditional DCF method is very simple and practitioners readily apply it.

The "simple" here comes from two aspects: explicit mathematical formulas, and a direct

transformation of data. The simple transformation of data would possibly ignore the values of an

investment project.

ln contrast, real options valuation is a valuation method that focuses on the value of

flexibility. The mathematical sophistication of the real options pricing model is often a barrier

for practitioners to apply it. Its "sophistication" contains abroad assumptions, such as the

assumption of a complete market, and the assumption that markets are arbitrage free. Its

"sophistication" also contains the probabilities, such as risk-neutral probabilities. Moreover, its

"sophistication" also contains complex formulas for the valuation process. However, the abroad

assumptions, complex formulas and the valuation process, which are used for valuing the

flexibility, exactly compensate for weaknesses of the traditional DCF method.
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Thereby, real options valuation is intended to revise the valuation errors of the traditional

discounted cash flow method. See Figure 3.

Figure 3 Project Valuation Errors

Errors of
a project
valuation

Real market value

The errors of a project valuation will never be eliminated, but can be decreased.

Figure 4 Real Options Valuation Vs Project Valuation Errors

Errors of
a project
valuation

The traditional DCF method

Real Ootions Valuation

I
I
I
t

Real market value

Real Options Valuation can decrease the e¡rors of the traditional DCF method.

3.4 AReview of Traditional Project Valuation Methods

The increasing interest in real options valuation research is triggered by long-term

unsatisfactory investment valuations based on the traditional discounted cash flow method. It is
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widely accepted that the valuation error of the traditional discounted cash flow method can be

large, especially when it is used for contingent investment decisions (Laughton, et al 2000, and

Copeland et al2001).

3.4.1. Traditional DCF Method

The traditional discounted cash flow method essentially assumes tha'|. a series of future

cash flows of a project are certain, and then discounts them according to the project risks, adding

them together, using formula 3(1). h the process, project managers need to estimate a discount

rate that accounts for the project risks. The total value of net discounted cash flows is Present

Value (PV). The Net Present Value (NPV) is then this Present Value minus the initial

investment and is assumed to be the project value. By calculating NPV or its derivations, such as

the discounted paþack (DP), the internal rate of return (IRR), the growth rate of return (GRR),

project managers could predict the minimum capital requirement and payoffs of the investment,

and the time value of capital. In this approach, the condition NPV>0 indicates that decision

makers should invest. Conversely, if NPV<0, then managers should abandon the investment.

PV =Z CF,

(1+ r)t
3( 1)

Where

PV = the present value

CF,= forecast cash flows after corporate taxes at time t

r = the discount rate

T = the project life
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3.4.2Limitations- A valuation system error rather than a model error

The traditional DCF criterion is able to estimate the inherent value of an investment

project. It represents the values regarding the time value of money and the minimum capital

requirement. When project cash flows are not uncertain, the traditional DCF method provides a

project value that is equal to the market value. In another words, the traditional DCF method is

suitable for valuing cash flows in an explicit manner.

Despite this, the traditional DCF method is used by many practitioners and has long been

used to value oil exploration and development projects. But they have found this approach fails

to account for the flexibility of future management.

The main reasons given are the following:

a) The method assumes cash flows are certain.

This assumption in the formulas is too restrictive to reflect the changeable movements of

cash flows in real investments. In reality, project cash flows are usually uncertain. The level of

uncertainty of cash flows depends largely on investment strategies and managerial flexibilities.

When managers respond to unfolding unexpected events, the traditional DCF method does not

allow for the changed cash flows. Thus, it does not consider how many project cash flows are

impacted by strategic decisions that managers make. Valuation errors of the traditional DCF

method occur when uncertain events unexpectedly occur. Thus, the traditional DCF method has

a system valuation error rather than a model error.

As Dixit and Pindyck (1994) also argued, many investment realities do not meet the

assumptions of the DCF method. When unexpected chances occur, the DCF technique cannot

adjust quickly, responding to the new situation, and evaluate the altematives. The traditional

DCF method fails because it neglects to account for the value of strategies and managerial

flexibilities.
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It is also recognised by Campbell (2001). He argued that, there are three critical pitfalls.

The first pitfall is the source of cash flows. All project cash flows come from a single investment

case. The investment decision is irreversible. In reality, project cash flows could derive from

many sources. An investment decision can be cancelled, changed, as well as reshaped. These

decisions bring about changes to cash flows. Project cash flows can be always changed,

reshaped, and optimised.

b) The discount rate

Campbell mentioned another critical pitfall results from the discount rate. The risks are

liable to occur from any aspect ofa project. A single discount rate cannot represent all the risks

in different periods of an investment.

As Claeys et al. (1999) and Newendorp et al (2000) also point out, it simply assumes that

a risk-adjust discount rate could not reflect future opportunity costs. The opportunity of the

capital growth is intangible. Can a risk-adjusted discount rate account for the intangible

opportunity costs? When future opportunity values are implicit, the valuation of the opportunity

is complex. Simply depending on a single discount rate to value all flexibilities (opportunities),

one would not obtain the real market value of an investment.

c) The utility of capital

Different projects have different amounts of invest capital, they involve different risks,

but they might have the same NPV. The traditional DCF method does not consider the utility of

capital. Newendorp and Schuyler (2000) also elaborated this aspect. For example, the present

value of project A is $5000, and the present value of project B is $2000. If their initial

investment costs are respectively $3500 and $500, then the net present value of project A is

$1500, and the project B is $1500. Their NPVs are same, but investors will more readily choose

the project B, since it costs less. The tradition DCF method does not tell investors that the utility

of capital in the project B is less.
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In summary, the traditional DCF method accounts for the time value of investment

capitals. But it ignores management strategies and flexibilities that are taken in response to the

uncertain market.

Due to the weaknesses of the traditional DCF method, improvements over these this

traditional valuation method is needed. Real options valuation is a new approach to project

valuation, and thus, could attract attention from investment managers.

3.5 Previous Studies of Real Options Valuation

Previous research of real options valuation originated from the valuation of natural

resources investments, partly because they have higher risks and are more uncertain than other

investments, and partly because oil companies use flexibilities for investment managements.

Real options valuation is a valuation method. The research on real options began in the

1980s. Researchers applied financial option theory to value assets in real investments. Financial

option pricing models such as Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model (Black and Scholes, 1973)

and Binominal Tree Option Pricing Model (Cox, Ross and Rubinsten, 1979) are widely being

used to value managenal flexibility of real assets.

Brennan and Schwartz (1985) applied financial options to model the copper mine

investment decision problem. According with the fluctuation of the copper price, the miner has

three choices: open the mine, defer mining, and abandon mining. These are all managerial

options. They developed a one-factor model for this investment decision evaluation.

McDonald and Siegel (1986) also used financial option valuation to appraise a project.

They introduced a stochastic geometric Brownian motion to determine the present values and

investment costs. They supposed that the life of project is unlimited, and that project cash flows

could be zero at times during the life of the investment,
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Paddock, Siegel & Smith (1988) wrote apaper using the option theory to study the value

of an offshore lease and the development investment timing. The Paddock, Siegel and Smith's

model is one of the most popular models for petroleum real options applications. They used the

tlpical Black-Scholes option-pricing model to evaluate real assets. They believed that there is

"the market equivalent value" for the real underlying assets. They connected the stock price with

the real underlying asset. (We will discuss this in the next chapter.)

Copeland and Antikarov (2001) published a book "Real Options", and systemafically

illustrated the real options concept and a valuation assumption called-"Market Disclaimer

Assets"(MAD). They introduced the binominal tree and the risk-neutral probabilities. The

crucial assumption of MAD is: "the present value of cash flows of the project without flexibility

(i.e., the traditional PV) is the best unbiased estimate of the market value of a project were it a

traded asset." When the flexibility comes in, the real options value is the market value including

the flexibility value.

These are advocates for real options valuation. However, there also exist critical voices

about real options valuation.

Ross and Lohrenz (1996) used Black-scholes option pricing model (Black-Scholes

Model) to value oil and gas assets. They compared the values from Black-Scholes option pricing

model with the one from the traditional DCF valuation. They proved the values from Black-

Scholes option pricing model are greater than PV from the traditional DCF method.

Burns, Lewis, and Sick, (1992) argued, though the traditional DCF method "tends to

undervalue real investments", they supported "the assertions (from advocates of real options) are

correct for assets with values subject only to the effects of the oil and gas price fluctuations, but

are not necessary correct and may be horrendously in error for real oil and gas asset values". In

other words, they agreed real options valuation that are based on Black-Scholes Model and can

account for management flexibilities from the price uncertainty, but it does not correctly account
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for the project specific uncertainty. Thus, their conclusion is that: there is "no parracea" to apply

real options pricing model in every case.

Investors are less happy now to accept real options valuation as a valid method, because

real options valuation does not necessarily make the important distinction for decision-making

between what is possible and what is do-able. Even if opportunity values look attractive, they

add values in project valuations but not in real investments.

The past literafure presents pros and cons for real options valuation. As most recent

researchers agree, and as Dayer (2002) points out, and as we have discussed above, the "real

options approach is intended to supplement, not replace, capital budgeting analyses based on

standard DCF methodologies".

3.6 Real Options Valuation and Decision-making

Decision-making is the cognitive process of selecting a series of actions from among

multiple alternatives. Real options valuation is a quantitative analysis of an investment project

for decision-makers to judge investment decisions. Thus, real options valuation and decision-

making are inter-related. Both are needed for decision makers. Gigerenzer et al (1999) and

Kahneman et al (1982) point out: 'hnderstanding human decision-making processes has been a

central enterprise for the cognitive sciences, as well as the focus of applied research across

disciplines like psychology, economics, business, marketing, and the health sciences".

The mathematical sophistication of real options valuation does not simplify the process

and criteria for decision-making. For instance, the real options technique needs to use high-

quality probability assumptions. The real options approach does not make decisions easier since

making decisions are inherently diffìcult and complex.

However, an optimal investment decision needs to understand impacts of valuation tools

and decision processes. Real options valuation does open up investors'minds in a new way. Real
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options valuation provides investors and managers with an insight on understanding how to deal

with uncertain events.

As a consequence, improving valuation tools with real options valuation is one way that

leads to improve decision-making. Despite this, one still needs to prove that with real options

valuation there is a decrease in errors in the project valuation.

Therefore, to make an optimal decision, decision makers still need to rely on a

combination of real options valuation and improved traditional techniques, as well as other

related disciplines.

3.7 Real Options Theory

Real options theory is the analysis for values of a series of strategies and flexibilities in

investments. It is related to the finance theory, decision-making, economics, corporation

management as well as other related disciplines. Real options theory originates from the

financial option theory.

To value flexibilities of an investment project using real options valuation, we

necessarily review financial options and their valuations.

3.7.1 Financial Options

3.7.1.1An Introduction to Financial Options

In finance, an option is a contract where an investor has a right (but not the obligation) to

exercise a contract (the option) on or before a future date (the exercise date).

In option markets, trading financial options can have advantages over trading the stocks

themselves. Investors trade options to speculate on prices movements of a stock. Generally, it is

cheaper to trade options than the stocks themselves. It takes less capital than directly investing
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into underlying stocks. From this aspect, there are a number of opportunities and flexibilities in

the investments.

Basically, there are two kinds of options: American options and European options. An

American option permits the owner to exercise at any time before or at its expiration. The owner

of a European option can exercise only at its expiration.

There are two popular numerical options pricing models: binomial tree model and Black-

Scholes option pricing model.

3.7.1.2 Option Monetary Value

If the option does not have positive net payoffs, it is viewed as "out of money". If the

option yields positive payoffs, it is viewed as "in the money". When the option is "out of

money" (generating negative payoffs) at its expired date, the holders will simply " abandon the

option". It will expire worthless. As a consequence, based on above definitions for the option,

the option itself would never have value less than zero (Figure 5).

This aspect is very important for real options valuation. According to the financial option

theory, when one evaluates the flexibility using option-pricing models, one always obtains a

positive value of the flexibility. However, flexibility creates opportunities, but it is not equal to

generate positive payoffs (See Figure ó). Only positive opportunities can generate positive

payoffs. When one is not able to control uncertainties in investments, even if there are a plenty

of flexibilities, investors could not obtain profits.

In other words, when one evaluates the project using real options valuation, one should

not create unrealistic strategies. Otherwise, it is same as increasing income in the valuation but

not in the real investment.
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Figure 5 Option Monetary Values

Deep out of money At the In the money
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Figure 6 Opportunity * Positive payoffs
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3.7.2 Option Pricing Models

Common financial option-pricing models are the Black-Scholes option pricing model

(BSOPM) and the binomial tree option model (BTOM), in which the former can be based on the

latter. Binomial tree option model is a discrete model for the option valuation. Black-Scholes

option pricing model uses a continuous model. Given small time steps in the BTOM, the option

value m BSOPM is close to the result from this binomial tree model.

+
Positive opportunity
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Opportunities

Negative payoffs
Negative opportunity
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3.7.2.1The Binomial Tree Options Model

The binomial tree options model (BTOM) provides a numerical method for option

valuation. The binomial tree option model was first proposed by Cox, Ross and Rubinstein

(1979). The model is a discrete time model to trace the evolution of variable option values, using

a binomial lattice. In the model, the prices vary over time. Essentially, the binomial options

model is an application of the risk neutral valuation over the life of the option. The valuation

process is iterative, starting at the present price, deduce the variable prices from node to node till

the final nodes, and then working backwards deducing option costs. The option value is the

value at the initial node of the second binomial tree. The binomial tree model process is the

following:

o Calculating the magnitude of the movement

a) Time steps (Ar):

In the binomial lattice, the whole option life is divided into given time steps. The given time

steps begin at the valuation date, and end at the option expiration date. Each node in the lattice

presents a possible price of the option at the given time.

b) Up and down factors (u and d):

It is assumed that the stock price movement is allowed to move in two directions: up and

down. An up or down factor is calculated by Equation 3(4) and 3(5) respectively. The up and

down factor, and time steps control price changes. Given So as the current price, the price in the

next period will either beS,p or Sro*, using equation 3(2) and 3(3). Thus the price tree is

produced from the start date to the option expired date.

S,o = So xupfactor ....3(2)

Soo*, = Soxdownfactor.. .....3(3)

The up and down factors are calculated using the stock price volatility o and the time step t.
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u =upfactor = e
oJñ

d=downfactor=e

o Generating price trees:

Price Tree:

Sru, = Sxu
s

Sroo* = Sxd

o Calculating of the option value at each node:

-oJ* -l

...3(4)

...3(s)
u

Sr,o = SrroXu

Supdo* = Sxuxd

S2do* = Sroo*xd

Option Value Tree:

Vruo = lpVz + (l - p)V,oo,*l / (l + r)

Vruo = max[(,Sr,, - C, ),0]

vo Vupdo* = max[(^Supd, *- C,),0f

Vrdo* :lpVro,* +(I- p)V,oo,*,f /(l+ r)
Vrdo* = max[( Sroo* -C"),01

Where Co is the exercise cost of the (call) option.

Through the backward calculation, the value Zo at the first node is the option value.

From the formulas above, the value of the option consists of two components: the

intrinsic vaslue and the time value, the first component being the value we obtain if we could

exercise the option immediately, and the time value of the option is always positive and declines

with time, reaching zero at the expiration date. The up or down factors could also be functions

of time and the stock price volatility.
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3.7.2.2 The Black-Scholes European Call Option Model

Black-Scholes European call option model (Black-Scholes model) is built upon

following assumptions :

o Asset prices adjust to prevent arbitrage;

o Stockpriceschangecontinuously;

o Stock returns follow a lognormal distribution;

o The interest rate and the volatility of the stock remain constant over the life of the option;

o The model holds for European call options on stocks with no dividends.

The Black-Scholes European Call Option Pricing Model:

C, = S,N(dt¡- Xe-'{r-t) NTdr¡ ...3(6)

Where:

C , -- the price of an European call option at time t

^S,= 
the stock price at the time t

¡/( ) = the cumulative normal density function

nlåIx .3(7)

.3(8)dr= d

d
+ (r + 0.5o2)g - t)

oJr -t

t-oJr -t .

X =the exercise price

T=the expiration date of the option

t = the current time

r = the risk-free rate of interest

o2 = the variance of the lognormal distribution of the stock return process
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Based on Equation 3(6), 3(7), 3(8), one should note that the Black-Scholes option model

do not depend on the discount rate that affect investors risk preference. Stock prices, time, the

risk free interest rate, and the volatility, do not represent investors attitude for risk tolerances.

All these variables are independent on risk preferences. As a consequence, this is risk neutral

valuation, which we will discuss again in section 3.11.

With real options, parameters and methods to value the flexibility can be borrowed from

financial options. The value of real options depends on six variables (Copeland and Antikarov,

2oo1):

o The value of the risþ assets

o The exercise price

o The expiration time of option

o The standard deviation of the return rate of the underlying risky asset

o The risk-free rate of interest

o The dividends

3.7.3 Differentiating Risk Definitions Between Finance and Decision Analysis

The meanings of the term " risk" that is used in finance and in decision analysis are

different. The different definitions of "risk" have consequences for different quantitative

analysis.

Picoult (2002) presents an explicit definition on risk. He pointed out: "risk" can be

defined as the magnitude of a potential loss, or "risk" can be defined as the standard deviation of

the potential revenue (or income) of a trading or investment portfolio over some period of times.

In decision analysis, "risk" always is understood as the potential downside monetary loss, where

the mean of the project PV is less than zero.
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When we discuss "risk" in real options valuation, as usual, we focus on the risk as the

potential loss, and the uncertainty as the standard deviation of project returns. These definitions

apply throughout the thesis.

3.7.4 Differences Between Real Options and Financial Options

The real options concept replicates the financial option theory to manage risks and

uncertainties for physically tangible underlying assets. The real options concept is analogous to

financial options concepts, but investors deal with different assets in different markets. Actually,

real option is a process of risk management from the perspective of the finance.

Firstly, we will distinguish the markets between finance options and real investments. In

finance, the efficient market means that a commodity price is decided by the time and its

intrinsic value. The intrinsic value is marginal production costs of a commodity. In other words,

the market price reflects marginal production costs and time values of the commodity. The

market information is instantaneously available for anybody. There are no risk-less arbitrage

chances in the market. Every investor is able to access the commodity that they want to buy at

any time. Market liquiditya is smooth. The effrcient market theory is based on macroeconomics

"rational expectation theory"(Muth 196l). The future price change is a function of the price

volatility and times. And thus, there is no analysis for human behaviour.

However, referring to real investments, investors are not always rational. Human

behaviour effects a decision, its investment process, and of course, its investment results. In real

options, investors deal with tangible real assets. Human behaviour plays an important role in the

real market and in real options, and impact on the value of real assets.

a Market liquidity is an economics term. It refers to the ability to quickly buy or sell a particular commodity without
causing a significant change in the price. The essence of market liquidity is that there are ready and willing buyers
and sellers at all times.
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Real assets have their own characteristics. There is a comparison between real options

and financial options in the table below:

Table 2 Comparison between Real Options assets and financial assets

HighLowFlexibility in
Management

Market and technology aspectsMarket aspect
The value effected by
human behaviours

Price uncertainty
Technology uncertaintyPrice uncertaintySources of uncertainties

PlentyNone
Physical constraints and
technology impact

LowHighCapital liquidity

Changed according to market
volatility and depreciation

Unchanged
(Limited)Initial value of option

HaveNoneDepreciation of assets

HishLimitedCarryine option costs

HiphLimitedArbitrage ability
Years or monthsMonthsExpiration time

Incomplete MarketComplete MarketMarket

Real OptionsFinancial optionsItems

From this comparison, we would conclude that:

o Real Options assets are more complex than financial assets.

Real options deal with two problems: the investment problem and the fïnancial problem

(Smith, 1998). Some investment projects do not meet all assumptions of fïnancial option pricing

models.

As such, in some cases, a project could not be viewed as a European call option, because

they can be exercised at any time. Furthennore, real assets are often not in the complete and

efficient market. If one directly replicated the financial option-pricing model to value

opportunities, it would lead to valuation enors for real options.
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3.7.5 Flexibility in Real Assets

V/ith respect to an option on real assets, the option here pertains to the flexibility (or

strategy) in the investment. Despite that, a real option is a right (but not an obligation) for

investors to take investment action. They have different definitions of the flexibility with real

options. The options can category into two types: flexibilities in the technology management and

flexibilities with respect to financial markets. That is, there are options in management and

options in pricing and trading.

The flexibility in real options is defined in a ready capability to adapt to new, different,

or changing requirements in uncertain markets and in changing the technological management.

Based on main types of uncertainties: the market uncertainty and the technical uncertainty, the

flexibility consists of two aspects: strategies used for solving market uncertainties, and strategies

used for solving technical uncertainties. Figure 7 lists the origination and valuation of the types

of flexibility.

o Strategies for market uncertainty

The strategies for market uncertainty cope with market uncertainty. The market

uncertainties are the price uncertainty and the market liquidity uncertainty. As such, they are

"trading project strategies" (Smith et al, 1998).

o Strategies for technical uncertainties

The strategies for technical uncertainties are related with the technology management.

Úrvestors use technical strategies, when they cope with technical uncertainties. As such, they

could be a well treatment for a production well, or a horizontal drilling strategy for the oil

exploration. They are strategies used within the company.

By reviewing a number of real options papers, we led to conclude that there is a belief

amongst finance researchers that "the value of a non-traded project is the price the project

would have when it is traded in the market" (Mason and Merton, 1985). The fundamental
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assumptions of real options arise from financial options. The flexibilities of the project are

strategies by selling or buying projects after the initial capital has been invested. In other words,

the flexibilities could be derived from trading the project. Thus, the flexibility value is mean to

be the value of the trading project. These strategies are essentially related with the price

volatility. And therefore, based on numerous published papers, most researches focus on the

price uncertainty (the market uncertainty). We refer to N. Dickens, Ross andl-ohtetu (summer

1996); Brennan, M.J., and Schwartz,8.S., (1985).

Another side comes from management researchers. They believe flexibilities in a project

are strategies used for technology management. Managers should actively and quickly response

to technically uncertain events. Managers implement strategies in order to optimise technical

flexibility values. Strategic management creates opportunities that have positive payoffs.

Managers exploit these opportunities to increase the project profits. Thus, the flexibility value is

the value of technical strategies. Even if the invested project is not traded in the market, there

still exist the flexibility value in technical strategies. As such, Luenberger(l998) discussed the

option to expand and how to value it. The project in his example is on a nontraded project. The

value of flexibility derives from management strategies. Also, Gallil, Armstrong, and Dias,

(2004) and Dias (2002) discuss the valuation of technical strategies as real options. As most

researchers agree, there are two parts of the values in investments. One part of the value is the

present value, arising from the direct investment. Another part of the value is the managerial

flexibility or the opportunity value, arising from flexible investment strategies. Based on the real

options literature, the former is evaluated by the traditional DCF method, and the latter is

evaluated by real options valuation.

Therefore, based on these two meanings for strategies, numerous real options valuation

approaches arise in the real options literature.

Figure 7 Flexibilities and Uncertainties in Real Options Valuation.
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3.8 Modelling Uncertainty in Stochastic Processes

Real options thi ng (Begg et al 2002) guides people to exploit more uncertainties.

They believe that more uncertainties bring investors more opporhrnities and flexibilities in the

investment. If opportunities were correctly dealt with, the more value there would be. The
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critical issue in real options valuation is how to understand uncertainties, and then how to value

flexibilities.

Two mathematical models have been used to describe the price uncertainty in petroleum

project valuations: geometric Brownian motion (GBM) and mean reverting oil price model

(MROPM). The two processes assume that the oil price varies continuously over time in a

random or partly random way. The underlying asset value is stochastic. Therefore, investment

decisions are made under uncertainty.

Geometric Brownian motion also can be used to model the cost uncertainty and

production uncertainty. (We will discuss these in the Chapter 5. GBM integrates with the

petroleum technical production model.)

3.8.1 Geometric Brownian Motion

A geometric Brownian motion (GBM) (Brown, 1828) is a continuous (time) stochastic

process. Its mathematical model is appropriate for some financial phenomena, such as the stock

price or an option price movement, because absolute numerical changes of the stock price vary

stochastically. The equation is:

dx=ædt*oxdz.... 3(10)

Where:

dz is the increment of a Wiener process

dt is a time interval

ø is the drift parameter. In a price forecast, the drift usually is the risk free rate.

o is the volatility of the stock price.

Based on the equation 3(10) above, as Dixit and Pindyck elaborated (1994), GBM contains

three key assumptions:

o Markov process
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This means the future price depends only on its cuffent value not its past value. The future

price path is determinate only by the current price.

. Wiener process

The Wiener process describes the changes always exist in the process. Each change in the

log price at any time involves an independent increment dz .

o Normal probability distribution

The changes in the log price at any time t are distributed normally. The variance of this

distribution could be a function of time.

Geometric Brownian motion is widely used in finance for modelling future stock prices. It

will be frequently used in the case study in the Chapter 5.

3.8.2 A Popular Oil Pricing Model - The Mean Reverting Model

Mean reverting model is fundamentally based on Brownian motion.

The general equation of a mean reverting model (Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process) is:

dx=e(i-x)dt+odz 3(1 1)

A "normal level"-t controls the drift in the mean reverting model (Dixit and Pindyck,

1994). x- is assumed to be a long run equilibrium level. Also, it can be viewed as a long run

marginal production cost.

The model represents:

o Despite that the price sensibly oscillates in short term, the price of a commodity follows

its marginal production costs in long run.

o The drift can be positive and negative in the process. When the market price goes far

from the equilibrium level (becomes "unreasonably" high or low), the equilibrium level
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will draw back the price. In other words, the long run marginal production costs

constrains the commodity price trend. Like price leverage, the marginal production cost

constrains price changes.

o Based on the microeconomics theory, the model reflects the "rational expectations

theory" (we discuss this in section 3.7 .4). That is, the price of the commodity is decided

by time and its intrinsic value. The intrinsic value means the marginal production cost.

As widely agreed by academics and practitioners, the mean reverting process is centred

on the long-term marginal production costs. It presents the nature of physically tangible

commodities, such as the oil and gas.

Referring to the oil price, although it is volatile due to political issues, geological

structures, exploration and production technologies, and labour costs, for example, the long-term

oil price is tied with marginal production (exploration and development) costs of OPEC

(Or ganization for P etro I eum Exp ortin g C ountrie s) .

3.9 Using Monte Carlo Simulation to Determine the Project Volatility

Monte Carlo simulation is used to "simulate repeatedly the random processes by

governing random variables (production rates or prices) from statistical or mathematical

models" (Dowd, 1993). It is named after the small country famous for its casinos. Each result is

a possible value from the statistical or mathematical model. The model repeatedly generates

numerous results. The results from Monte Carlo simulation depend on the model that one uses to

describe the variables. The mean and variance of the distribution could indicate the model

characteristics. Copeland et al (2001) used Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the volatility of

the project returns. When the risk factor is non linear with project revenues, Monte Carlo

simulation can be used to work out a distribution for project revenues. But the computation is

intensive because one needs many repetitions.
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In the thesis, in order to determinate the project retum volatilities, we will implement

@Risk software to run Monte Carlo simulation. V/e will discuss this in the later chapter (the

Chapter 4.4.2).

3.10 Convenience Yield

The existence of the convenience yield is important for the investment management.

Financial theory assumes the market is efficient. A price protection (or a price leverage) arises

from the efficient market. The asset prices always reflect demands and supplies of the market,

and always balance the two. The diversity of investor opinions results in human behaviour that

can lead to the price volatile, because investors do not always make reasonable decisions. Thus,

the convenience yield actually is arbitrage benefits from the price volatility. lnvestors could

exploit the convenience value by "surfing" the volatility of commodity prices.

3.10.1 Definition of Convenience Yield

In finance, the convenience yield is the dividend on a stock, and it is a yield per unit of a

stock price. But for a real commodity, the definition is slightly modified. The convenience yield

is the flow of benefits that the marginal stored unit provides (Dixit and Pindyck, 1994), or in

other words, a liquidity premium arising from the storage of a commodity (Gibson, 1990). It is a

measure of the value of remaining physical control of the commodity.

A firm often holds inventories to be able to smooth production. It is convenient for the

firm to access productions. By this method, a firm would avoid future shortfalls. During the high

demand market, a firm might be willing to hold the commodity in order to get opportunities to

arbitrage. During the high supply market, the firm might be willing to relinquish the commodity

to avoid its physical depreciation.
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The convenience yield means that the company has benefits when the firm stores a

commodity. "Inconvenience" always carries costs. The convenience yield represents the relation

between the carrying-commodity-costs and carrying-commodity-benefits. For example, the gold

has a zero convenience yield, because its price changes are very small, and generally compliant

with changes of the risk-free interest rate. So keeping gold is same as keeping money in the

bank.

3.10.2 Convenience Yield and Oil price

Convenience yield is closely related to the oil price. Based on the definition of the

convenience yield, it arises from the price changes. If the oil price volatility is zero, the

convenience yield is constant and equal to the discounted rate. The convenience yield is an

indicator of the oil price risk. (See Figure 9)

Although the convenience yield is associated closely with the market risk (public risk) of

the project, it makes less sense for private risks.
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Figure I Convenience Yield
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If capital costs is only the time value of money, and the price risk is low, the liquidity
prenium(convenience yield) is low.

3.10.3 Convenience Yield and Project Cash Flows

The convenience yield could significantly impact on the firm cash flows. The firm buys

or sells commodities (inventories) to obtain or reduce cash flo\À/s. By this way, the firm also can

optimise cash flow portfolios. From the components of cash flows, the convenience yield could

impact on operating costs, annual revenues, and taxes of the firm. The firm-buyer could acquire

the tax refunds by arbitraging the convenience value. Different investors can generate different

cash flows from a same investment using arbitrage strategies. In essence, this is arbitrage

behaviour.

3.10.4 Convenience Yield and Storage Costs

Inconveniently accessing to inventories could cause extra costs, when the firm needs that

inventories urgently. The company would pay more, such as long-distant transportation

expenses, if there were shortfalls of the com dity in the demanding market. These costs could
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be avoided by holding suitable inventories for emergency needs. In petroleum investments,

investors hold reserves as inventories for the development, and obtain the oil convenience value.

Also, investors could hold reserves for trading project purposes.

However, it is important to distinguish between gas and oil. In terms of gas, it could have

the convenience liquidity premium in theory due to changes of gas price. In reality, its storage is

so costly that few investors exploit its convenience value. In this case, the firm could trade the

project as a strategy to exploit the real options value, rather than carry the gas as the commodity.

Then storage costs can be considered as keeping option costs, such as costs to delay for

developing the gas field.

3.10.5 Convenience Yield in Real Options Valuation

In real options, the price volatility pushes investors to delay for developing oil fields. On

the contrary, the convenience yield pushes investors to exercise option early. When the weighted

average cost of capital (WACC) is larger than the gowth rate of the oil price, the convenience

yield is positive. The time value of capital that is occupied by invested reserves is higher than

the option value of the reserves. Investors keep options with high costs. So, the project should be

developed early.

Consider Figure 9 (Borison, 2003). Assuming the convenience yield is very high at

nearly l00o/o, PV of the project is close to the real options value of it. It represents the situation

where there is not too much flexibility in the project. The project should be invested in right

now
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Figure 9 Convenience Yield in Real Options Valuation
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3.10.6 A Model of Convenience Yield

Based on the concept of the convenience yield, the basic model is defined by:

4.,x(1+4)= F,x(l+rr) ...3(r2)

where:

{ = Spot price at time t

,{*, = Future prices at time t+l

r, = Risk free interest rate

4 = Tht convenience yield at time t

According to the formula 3(12), the future value of the commodity with the convenience

yield is equivalent to the inherent value of this commodity plus the time value of money. The

inherent value of the commodity today is equivalent to the inherent value of the com dity plus

its time value tomorrow.
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But considering carrying commodity costs and the time value of cash flows occupied by

the commodity, Sick (1997) proposed a modified model for the oil convenience value for the

petroleum industry. This is:

õ,=k,- .3(13)

where

fr, is the risk-adjusted discount rate

Eo[S,*,] : the expected future spot price att+l

Eo[S, ] : the expected spot price at t

Based on the formula 3(13) above, when the tuture oil prices decrease, trlttlgif l.o,
[ ¿'[s,] J

and one receives the high convenience value, and a high liquidity premium at present. Investors

will not control more physical inventories because the commodity price could be accessed with

rower costs in future. when the furure oil price increases, t[#)to, ,rrrr".tors will get the

low convenience value, and will control more inventories because of its low liquidity value at

present. The equation shows the price volatility is sensitive to the convenience yield.

In equation 3(13), ln[#) ,. ,n. growth rate of the expected spot price. The oil

convenience value is the discounted value minus the expected growth value of the oil price (that

is, WACC minus Growth Rate of the oil price).

Sick considered three aspects into his model, which are the costs of capital, the time

value of capital, and investment opportunity costs.
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Embedded with real options, if WACC is larger than the growth rate of the oil pnce, õ,

is high, the time value of capital that are occupied by investment reserves is higher than the

growth rate of the oil price. Investors keep options with high costs (Figure 10). Investors should

develop the project immediately. The option should be exercised early. If WACC is less than the

inherent price growth rate, á, is low, the time value of capital are lower than the inherent price

growth rate, investors keep options with low costs. Investors should delay in exercising the

option. If WACC is equal to the growth rate of the oil price, the carrying-option costs is equal to

the growth rate of the oil price, there is no benefits to control the physical petroleum assets.

Whether one develops the project later, or develops the project now, the investors would receive

the same returns.

Figure 10 High Convenience Yield in Real Option

(All Data above come from Borison paper, " Real Options Analysis: Where are the

emperor's clothes?")
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3.11 Risk Neutral Probabilities

The term of "risk neutral" in economics is used to describe an investor who only cares

about the expected outcome of an investment. He never pays less to avoid risks (the potential

loss) or positively take more risks. The investor always sits on the fence for risks. In the risk

neutral valuation, the expected return rate of holding an underlying asset is the risk free interest

rate. The value of an underlying asset is discounted by the risk free interest rate.

The risk neutral probability is a measurement for risks.

The equations are:

u=uryfactor=eo{

d=downfactor="-oú -I
u

3(14)

.3(1s)

down _ probability = | - up _ probability 3(16)

Where

o : the price return volatility

Âr: time step

r, : risk free rate

Based on Equation 3(14), 3(15), 3(16), one could infer that the risk neutral probability is

only related with the time and the price volatility. This proves what "the efficient market theory"

holds. The price of a financial underlying asset is a function of time and the price volatility. All
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(attainable) financial assets have the same expected rate of return, regardless of the price

volatility.

However, real assets do not have same expected rate of return, since assets have their

o\¡/n charactenzed private risks.

3.12 Value of Information

The Value of Information (VoI) is a quantitative measure of the value of knowing the

outcome of uncertainty variables prior to making decision. It includes values of "perfect

information" and "imperfect information". "Perfect information" describes the fact that is fully

revealed. "Imperfect information" means the fact is partly or never being revealed. It is known

that information plays an important role in the process of investment decision-making. The

value of information can be viewed as a "learning option" (Dias, 2002) in real options, since

obtaining information involves monetary costs, so information has monetary values. When high

uncertainties arise, perfect information has high value for the investment, and increases the

project value.

Value of information is related closely with technical flexibility. This is because the

whole process of implementing technical flexibility is essentially a process of revealing

information.
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Chapter 4 Real Options Approaches

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Various Real Options Approaches

Since 1980s, real options have been valued by a variety of approaches. Currently, most

oil companies still use the traditional DCF method to evaluate investment projects rather than

using real options valuation. The main reason for this is that there are disputes about the correct

approach to the valuation of real options.

We elaborate five real option approaches in the thesis. As named by Borison (2003), they

are the Classic Approach (Paddock, Siegel and Smith, 1988), the subjective approach

(Luehrman, 1998a), the Market Asset Disclaimer (MAD) approach (Copeland et al, 2001), the

Smith approach (Smith and McCardle, 1998) and the Luneberger approach (Luenberger, 1998).

All of these focus on valuing the flexibility. They are built upon their own assumptions

and mechanisms respectively. The assumptions used in different approaches are aimed to model

uncertainty and assign value to flexibility.

The goal of our research is to compare the different real options approaches by applying

them to realistic petroleum investment projects, to help petroleum managers comprehend
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different real option valuation approaches, and to apply real options valuation in the E&P

projects. Also, we identify characteristics of the real options approaches, indicate their

applicability, and then draw some constructive conclusions.

4.l.2Introduction to the Borison (2003) Paper

4.1.2.1Real options approaches described in this paper

Borison published a paper " Real Options Analysis: where are the emperor's clothes?"

He discussed five real options approaches in this paper. They are listed as following:

o Classic Approach

o Subjective Approach

o MAD Approach

o Revised Classic Approach (Amram and Kulatilaka,2000)

o Integrated Approach (Smith Approach)

In addition to these approaches, there is another real options approach - the Luenberger

approach. It will be discussed in the section 4.6.

4.1.2.2 Reasons for various real optÍons approaches

Current researchers agree that the real options concept is a valuable innovation for

investment management and finance. However, various real options approaches being used are

inconsistent. The literature presents different definitions for real options. Real options are "a

series of operational options dealing with real assets" (Luenberger, 1998). The "operational

options" are composed of ¡vo parts: the financing flexibility (trading projects) and the technical
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flexibility. Financial people would like to think real options as a series of financing operational

flexibilities in the market. Technical people would prefer to regard real options as a series of

technical operational flexibilities. The options should be evaluated differently because of the

different characteristics of the flexibilities. Also Lurlrd (2002) in "Real Options in Offshore Oil

Field Development Projects" says that most real options papers simplify the types of flexibility,

and focus only on the market uncertain variables. As a result, "it is hard to discern the benefit of

flexibility in a realistic oil field development project from contributions reported in the

literature."

And as a result, it is difficult for practitioners to choose a sound implementation. Borison

mentions, "The difficulty of implementing real options approaches is rarely being discussed in

the literature. Moreover, when there are erïors in project valuation, wrong investment decisions

can be made. These wrong decisions could be costly for shareholders.

Based on their assumptions, applicability, and mechanisms, Borison contrasted and

criticized these real options approaches. Also, he studied an example from oil investment

projects to interpret these approaches. Through the comparison, Borison pointed out pros and

cons for each approach, and suggested how one should apply each real options approach.

4.1.3 Other approaches

In the thesis, we describe another approach-the Luenberger Approach. We will discuss

it later in the chapter.
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4.2 The Classic Approach

4.2.1 Assumptions (no arbitrage, market datas)

The Classic Approach is based on Paddock et al. (1988). The assumptions are analogous to

those used with financial options.

o It supposes the investment market is complete and efficient.

o There are no arbitrage opportunities in the complete market, so no profitable project exists

without paying costs for it.

o There is a replicating portfolio between a financial asset and a real investment. The financial

asset and the underlying asset are similar; the underlying asset can thus be traded and priced

by financial instruments.

Given a no arbitrage condition, similar assets must necessarily have similar prices. The

price of the underlying asset is a stochastic process, and the value follows a geometric Brownian

motion.

Paddock et al. demonstrated the market equilibrium for the underlying real asset. By

integrating typical Black-Scholes option pricing model to value a delay option of developed

petroleum reserves, they derived a value for the real options. They hold that the option valuation

methodology can avoid the need to use a risk-adjusted discount rate.

They supported project evaluators need to understand the real asset value (petroleum

reserve value) is in equilibrium to the market stock value. They modelled petroleum reserve

values with option pricing techniques, valuing the development option and the option to explore.

s In Borison(2002),he defined the Classic Approach is "no arbitrage, market data". The Luehrman Approach is " no
arbitrage, subjective". MAD is "two types of uncertainties". The Luenberger Approach is "two types of risks".
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4.2.2Mechanism

4.2.2.1 Petroleum Reserves Market Equilibrium

There is equilibrium between the value of petroleum reserves and the market value. The

stock price of the oil company is essentially equivalent to the net asset value of the company.

For the oil company, the main assets are petroleum reserves. The value of company assets is

equivalent to the value of developed oil reserves. Thus, the stock price multiplied by the number

of stock shares of the company can be equal to the market value of developed oil reserves. That

is the market equilibrium value of developed petroleum reserves.

rilhen the stock price of the oil company goes up, the value of oil reserves goes up

accordingly. The present value of holding a proven oil reserve can compensate the owner for the

opportunity costs of investing in the reserve.

4.2.2.2 Important Inputs

Table 3 Inputs of the Classic Approach

4.2.2,3 Developed Reserve Value

The market value of developed oil reserves is equal to the value of the oil company

stock. It is the market value of the net assets value for the oil company.
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Net production revenue less depletionDividend

Riskless rate interestRiskless rate of interest

Relinquishment requirementTime to expiration

Per unit development costExercise price
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Variance of the stock price
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4.2.2.4 Variance

The variance of the value of developed reserves is an important input. As Paddock

supported, "it is commonly used by industry participants, that the prices of a developed reserve

tend to be about one third of crude oil prices". The variance of crude oil prices is used as a proxy

for the variance ofthe values ofdeveloped reserve.

4.2.2.5 Expected Exploration and Development Costs

Expected exploration and development cost is one part of the exercise costs

4.2.2.6 The model to Value Real Options

C, = S,N(dr)- Ys-'Q-r)^J@r) .. ..4(1)

^S,

X
+ (r + 0.5o2)g - t)

d
-t

d, = d, -oJl-
Where:

C, : Price of Real (Delay) Option at time t

,S,: Value of reserves discounted by delaþg lag

¡f( ) , The cumulative normal density function

X : Exercise price

Z: Expiration date of the option

/ : Present time

r : Risk-free rate of interest
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o2:Yanance on the retum of gas prices

4.2.3 Conclusion

C, is the real options value for the developed oil reserves. It is a pure financial solution.

The real options value is in the value of financial flexibilities. The approach focuses on the price

uncertainty. The Classic approach does not have a good solution for valuing technical

flexibilities. The value of technical flexibilities is ignored.

Figure 11 Modelling Uncertainties in the Classic Approach

No technical
investment
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Strategy for
market
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Market
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No Technical
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for technical
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4.3 The Subjective Approach

4.3.1 Assumptions (no arbitrage, subjective data)

The Subject Approach is based on Luehrman, T. A. (199711998a/1998b). He agreed that

the investment valuation is still based on the capital budget analysis. A corporate investment

opporhrnity is like a call option because the corporate has the right, but not obligation, to acquire

payoffs from the opportunity. Thus, the investment value composes of two problems: a capital

investment problem and an investment opportunity problem.

The assumptions of Subjective Approach are as follows:

o The real options value is the opportunity value. It can be viewed as the value of a European

call option.

. There is a replicating portfolio between a financial asset and a real investment. The project

is tradable.

o The project (the underlying asset) is in a partly complete market. There is no arbitrage in

the tradable project market.

o It assumes that the dynamic value of a project follows geometric Brownian motion process.
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4.3.2 Mechanism

4.3.2.1Project Value

Luehrman claims 'þroject valuators who want to begin using the option pricing

technique need not discard their current DCF-based systems." The net present value is the

investment intrinsic value. NPV can be obtained from the traditional DCF method. The

conventional NPV of the traditional Discounted Cash Flow valuation is a starting point of a

project. The real options value is the value of an opportunity in the project. The real options

value can be derived from Black-scholes option pricing model. The total project value is:

Project Value =NPV + Option Value.

NPV= PV-investment costs.

4(2)

4(3)

4.3.2.2Inputs

Table 4 Inputs of the Subjective Approach

S = Present value of a project, which is from the traditional DCF method.

X= Expenditure required to acquire the project assets.

T= Length of time the decision may be deferred

d =Risk free interest rate

o= standard deviation of project returns (see Chapter 4.3.2,3)

Present value of a project
Investment costs
Time until the opportunity elapse
Standard deviation of project returns

Time value of money

S

X
T
o
rf

Stock price
Exercise price
Expiration time
Stock price volatility
Risk free interest rate

Real OptionsSymbolFinancial Option
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4.3.2.3 Project Return Volatility

Luehrman suggested "the variance is a suÍrmary measure of the likelihood of drawing a

value far away from the average value". It is obviously that high-variance assets are riskier than

low-variance assets. Variance is a measure of uncertainty. A time dimension is needed as well:

how much prices can change while investors wait depends on how long investors can afford to

wait. Time is relevant to option costs. Timing as an opportunity, Investors must pay to keep an

opportunity. For business projects, business circumstances could change much more if investors

wait two years than if an investors waits only two months. Thus, in the option valuation,

Luehrman applied the term "variance per period". He suggested using "the variance of project

returns---percentage gained (or lost) per year" rather than using the variance ofproject values.

The volatility is the square root of variance. He ensured the uncertainty is associated with time

and the volatility of project returns.

He proposed that the Monte Carlo simulation technique could be applied to synthesize a

probability distribution of project returns, when the project risk is non-linear with project

returns.

In the case study, based on his illustration, the solution of the standard deviation is same

as in the MAD approach example. The standard deviation of project returns is derived from the

Market Asset Disclaimer (MAD) approach (Copeland, 2001). See Chapter 4.4 2 for details.

4.3.2.4 Evaluating Value of Ftexibility

C, = S,N(dr) - Xe-'Q-t) N@r) '- 4(4)

dl

^S,

X
+ (r + 0.5o2)g - t)

dr= dt-oJr-t

-t
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Where

C, = Price of real (delay) option at time t

S, = Project present value

N( ) = The cumulative normal density function

X = Exercise price ( X = costs of delaying for bidding * costs of investment)

Z=Expiration date of the option

/ = Present time

y' = Risk-free interest rate

oz =Yanartce of project refurns

4.3.3 Conclusion

C, is the opportunity value of an investment project. From equation 4(4),the opportunity

value depends on time, investment costs, and the volatility of project returns. Luehrman

suggested that the volatility o quantifies all elements of uncertainty including technical and

market.

o Technicaluncertainty

Luehrman assumed that the traditional DCF method and Monte Carlo Simulation could

model technical uncertainty. The option-pricing model could value the technical flexibility. This

value of the technical flexibility is associated with investment costs. The investors must allocate

costs to have this option. Based on equation 4(3), the value of the technical flexibility increases,

the investment costs increase, and the net present value of the project decrease as the volatility

increases.

o Market uncertainty
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Based on equation  (3) aîd 4(4), Luehrman also take the market opportunity value

account into the volatility of project returns. The volatility of the project returns also represents

the market uncertainty. He claims that the market flexibility derives from the price uncertainty.

The price uncertainty is associated with investment costs, which is considered in the net present

value.

However, Mason and Merton (1985) pointed out "the value of a nontraded project is the

price the project would have when it is traded in the market". The financing flexibility arises

from trading projects and managing price fluctuations. When arbitrage opportunities arise in the

market, the value of trading projects will be ignored in this approach.

The real options value, as the opportunity value, arises from financing flexibilities and

technical flexibilities. Therefore, the subjective approach misses the value of the flexibilities for

trading projects.

Figure 12 Modelling Uncertainties in the Subjective Approach
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4.4 Market Asset Disclaimer (MAD)

4.4.1 Assumptions

According to Copeland et al (2000), the MAD approach essentially supports "the present

value of a traded project is an unbiased estimate of its market value when there are no

flexibilities and opportunities in investments". As other approaches, the real options value here

arises from technical flexibilities and market opportunities. The magnitude of the value of

flexibility depends on the uncertainties. The more uncertainty (or volatility), the higher is the

value of the project flexibility.

The assumptions of MAD are as follows:

o The market of real assets is not complete, or it is 'þartlf'and arbitrage free.

o There is no replicating portfolio between a financial asset and a real investment6.

The volatility of oil prices in the financial market is not same as the volatility of a

commodity (oil reserve) in the real investment.

6 Copeland et al (2000), P98. Marketed Assets Disclaimer: it is impossible to find a priced security whose cash

payouts in every state ofnature over the life ofthe project are perfect correlated with those ofthe project.
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o The present value is the inherent value of the company investment.

That is, the project value = present value + real options value.

o The price of the underlying asset moves stochastically. The price follows a geometric

Brownian motion.

o Investors' attitude is risk-neutral.

They applied the risk neutral probability approach. They argued that the traditional DCF

method could value the intrinsic value for an investment. NPV could not evaluate opportunity.

Uncertainties may affect future cash flows throughout the project whole life. And thus, they

integrate the traditional DCF method with the option-pricing model to evaluate project

opportunities. Instead of the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model they apply the Binomial Tree

Model. Binomial Tree Model makes fewer assumptions than Black-Scholes Model. The

Binomial Tree Model permits the underlying asset to be in an arbitrage free and complete

market. The model has much wider application than the Black-Scholes Model.

4.4.2ßoar Steps in the Market Asset Disclaimer Approach

4.4.2.1Build Up a Present Value Spreadsheet

The commodity price uncertainty and the production uncertainty are first defined in a

present value spreadsheet. The present value is discounted by WACC.

T

PY =Z CÍ(I)

,=0 (I+llACC)r

PZ: Present value at time t

Cf (t): Free cash flow at time t

WACC: Weighted average capital costs rate

Z: Project life

t; Project at time t
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4.4.2.2 Define Uncertainty Variables

Because of the non-linear relationship between risks and the project retums, Copeland et

al. used Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the volatility of project returns.

Frequency
Input Ouþut

Present Value

+

.4(6)

.4(7)E(pl^\- E(FCû) . + E(PV) 
.\ v/ 

Q+WACC)' (|+WACC)'

Technical
/production
uncertainty

Traditional
DCF

(NPV)

Price
uncertainty

Monte Carlo
Simulation
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PV' .4(8)

4(e)

When the simulations are run, one will obtain:

o = StdDev(z)

In the thesis, we replicate the Copeland's exampleT for estimating the volatility (the

project returns volatility).

Table 5 Copeland Examples for Project Volatitity

E(FCft)= 118.98

7 Copeland (2000), Exhibit 9.3, Chapter 9: "Estimating Volatility: Consolidated Approach",P247

2675.32PVI
2794.32PV ofproject2

501.88553.3s+82.10393.90t52.1229t.96I19.00PV of free cash flow2
1.510.57).640.71).800.891.00Discount factor2

894.93NPV of proiect
1600.00hrvestment
2494.93PV ofproiect

537.39494.07130.4s351.70t14.39260.68106.25PV of free cash flowl
0.450.51J.57).64J.7t).80).89Discount factorl
0.12).12J.t2).120.12J.l2J.l2WACC
I 188.0)75.20758.60553.4044t.70J27.00I19.00Free cash flow
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2000.01890.01730.01540.01390.01200.01000.00Revenue
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200.00189.00173.00154.00139.00120.00100.00Quantity
10.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.00Price/unit
7l5I3zI0Period
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n(rl,)=2675.3g

n(rl)=24s4.s7

PV, =2675.32

z =0.11

o = StdDev(z) =0.25

Mean(z) =0.07

4.4.2.3 Binomial Tree

Binomial tree forecasts the evolution of the project value (including option costs).

4.4.2.3.t Up and I)own Factor

The up and down factor are functions of the time increment and the project retum

volatility. See equations 4(10) and 4(l l).

Lt = eoã

d =!
u

4(10)

.. ..4(l 1)

4(r2)

.4(13)

4.4.2.3.2 Risk Neutral Probabilities [p, 1-pl

lt2:].1'#l='
p

4.4.2.4 Evolution of Project Value and Net Option Value

1) Evolution of the net project value:
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PV

2) Net option value:

Vuz = PV xu2

Vrom¡nor = PV xux d

Vo, -- PV x d2

V uz =mxlfl,z -C'r,,',).01

Vi,¿ =mul(V,d -Cor,i,,) 0)

V j z = maxl(V,, - C,,,rn) .01

V¡=PVxu

V¿t = PV xd

Vontio

vh =lpVíz + Q - ÐV;dl t(t + ry)

V'¿, =ÍpVi,¿ + (l - p)V)rll(l + rr)

V optio, = lpv jt + (l - p)V )tl l(l + r ¡)

V proJu, =Voo,,on + PV

4(1 1)

..4(r2)

..4(13)

4(r4)

Equation 4(13) shows how to compute the project value using risk-neutral probabilities.

The value of the project with the (embedded) option is given by aQ$'
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4.4.3 Conclusion

As shown in Figure 13 below, the market asset disclaimer approach is similar as the

subjective approach. The difference between the two is that the former uses the Binomial Tree

Model while the latter uses the Black-Scholes Model.

o Technicaluncertainty

The MAD approach assumes that the technical uncertainty can be valued by the

traditional DCF method. The value of the technical flexibility is the opportunity value in the

technical uncertainty and is modelled by the binomial tree model.

o Market uncertainty

The price flexibility is oppo ities in the market uncertainty. It is also modelled by a

binomial tree model. As the subjective approach, the value of trading projects is also missed in

MAD, since the project volatility used is the price volatility.

Figure 13 Modelling Uncertainties in MAI)
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4.5 The Smith Approach

4.5.1 Assumptions (two types of risks)

Smith et al (19951l998a11998b) introduced the decision tree analysis into real options

valuation. The assumptions of the Smith approach are presented as follows:

o The market is not complete and arbitraged, which is closer to reality.

o Throughout their papers, they assume the project could be traded as the financial

security. The firm can obtain profits by trading the project without taking risks or

expending additional capital, because the market is arbitrage free.

o Stochastic Process: the price and the production rate follow random walk.

There are two kinds of risks in the investment: market risk and private risk.

The market risk arises from the market uncertainty. This is a systematic risk. The market

risk refers especially to the price risk.

On the other hand, the private risk arises from the individual project. It is unsystematic. The

private risk is mainly associated with the technical uncertainty.
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These two types of risks should be modelled in different rways.

o An investment decision problem can be separated into two sub-problems.

Smith et al. suggest problem one: the project stage. It is an investment problem, in which

project investors focus on the capital budget decisions. Problem two is a financing

problem-the security stage, in which investors focus on the opportunity to buy or sell the

project.

ln the project stage, decision makers face a pure investment problem. Investors invest

capital to own the project. There are private risks in this stage. Private risks are associated

with uncertainties such as in the commodity quantity (large or small oil reserves) and in the

techniques (the success or failure of operated drilling techniques or well treatments). They

assume PV (using discounting by the risk-free rate) could represent capital cost; and it is a

pure investment issue. Project risks in this stage mainly come from capital investments.

After investors obtain the ownership of the project, the investment enters the second

stage-the security stage. Investors now face a financial problem. Uncertainties in this

stage come mainly from the market. "If the security market is complete, all project risks

can be perfectly hedged by trading the security", Smith suggested. Project managers can

trade or borrow the project, just as one can trade a financial security. Downside risks can be

hedged in this way.

4.S.2lntegration of Decision Analysis and Option Price Techniques

Smith and Naus (1995) proposed, "Decision analysis and option price techniques can be

profitably integrated". The option pricing method-Binomial Tree Model or the risk-neutral

pricing technique can value public or market uncertainties. Decision tree analysis can model

* Valuing Risky Projects: Option Pricing theory and decision analysis, P796,2rd paragraph.
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private uncertainties. They also suggested that if the option pricing model and decision analysis

methods are correctly applied, two methods must give consistent results.

4.5.3 Three Steps in the Smith Approach

4.5.3.1 The Investment Problem in the Incomplete Market

For private risks, the project is an investment problem in an incomplete market.

¡ Sketching (constructing) a decision tree for the investment;

o Calculating the present value of each end of the node;

l{t+r¡-al ,lu-tt+r)l ,
,-,-,-r

lu-dJLu-dl

4(1s)

o Using subjective probabilities and the certainty equivalence

4.5.3.2 A Financing Problem in the Complete Market

For market risks, the project is a financing problem in a complete market.

o Using risk neutral probabilities;

o Using market information;

u=e oJdt

d=!
u

4(r6)

...4(17)

4(1 8)

1+r -dp=
u-d

o Replacing the expected present value with the present value.

.4(le)
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s(o)=Ð#"u,=""[#] 4(20)

4(2t)

4(22)

4(24)

z is risk neutral probabilities. T is time

4.5.3.3 Choosing Branch with the Maximum Value

a

o

Upper bounds of the project value in the incomplete market;

i = c(0) + minØ(o)'(o) IP(t -t) - P(r)ls(r) > cQ)lt > 0

'=:n'[åd¡]
Lower bounds of the project value in the incomplete market

y. = c(0) + ma*Ø(o)"(o) l1(t - t) - B(r)ls(r) < cî)ht > 0 . . . . . . . . .4(23)

,=,Æfrr,lp-#l

Where

s(r) : Project price at time t

ø, : Given state of information at time t.

x(t,a): Risþ cash flow streams at time t in state w

co:Pay offs generated from astrategy a

þ,: A replicating trading strategy

4.5.4 Price and Production Models

Project price follows a geometric Brownian motion model:
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ds(t) = tt ps(t)dt + o os(t)dz p(t) . . .

Production output also follows geometric Brownian motion model:

.4(2s)

dq(t) = aoløe) - t]ù + o n[øU) - rþz 
n Q) 4(26)

4.5.5 Conclusion

The option-pricing model and decision analysis approaches are able to model the

opportunity. The decision tree, or dynamic programming model, and the option-pricing

model complement each other. See Figure 14 below.

Investing in the project is a priority. The initial investment seems to be a "ticket". Only

after investors buy this "ticket", and they have rights to implement financing

flexibilities. In other words, investors need to invest capital to obtain the project, and

then they have opportunities to own flexible options in the trading-project period.

During the investment period, investors compute the project NPV by using the risk-free

rate.

During the security period, the project likes a security. Investors could buy or sell the

project, just as trading a security in the financial market. There are a vanetv of trading

opportunities in this period.

Discrete decision tree

The decision tree in the Smith approach is a "diserete tree", split by time periods of the

cash flows. It is different from the traditional decision tree.

a

a

a

o
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Figure 14 Modelling Uncertainties in the Smith Approach
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4.6. The Luenberger Approach

4.6.1 Assumptions @ual decision trees)

Luenberger (1998) also developed a similar approach. He assumed investors should

purchase the project and then carry it on as an option.

o The market is not complete and arbitrage free.

o There are two types of uncertainty: market uncertainty and private uncertainty.

o The value of the underlying asset follows the GBM stochastic process.

o Luenberger assumes the project starts at the "zero-level pricing".

4.6.2Tbe Mechanism

In his example, he applies subjective probabilities to the increasing and decreasing of oil

production with private uncertainty e . He implemented the standard binominal lattice

approximation to determine the up and down factors, as well as risk neutral probabilities to

handle the market uncertainty-the crude oil price uncertainty.

e Luenberger, (1998), "Investment Science", Chapter 9,p415-p453
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4.6.2.1 Private uncertainty

For the investment problem, the project is in the incomplete market:

o Calculating the present value of each end of the node

s(t,w)s(0)=)
(l+ r¡)t

o Using subjective probabilities and the certainty equivalent.

4.6.2.2 Market Uncertainty

o Using market information and the risk neutral probability approach

r, = eoã

a =!.
u

4(27)

4(28)

.4(2e)

..4(30)

4(31)

. . ...4(31)

lryl.l'#l='

o Replacing the expected present value with the present value.

'Q)=>ffisQ,at)--t[#]

z is risk neutral probabilities. The solution of the risk neutral probabilities is same as

that of the MAD approach.

4.6.2.3 Project Value Model

The project starts at the "zero-level pricing".
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V= Revenues - costs +1/R (risk neutral value of next period).

V=flow*oil price- (fixed costs+ variable cost)+1/1.4*(risk-neutral value of next period)

.4(32)

4(33)

4.6.2.4 Time Discrete Decision Tree

Just as in the Smith Approach, Luenberger also integrates the decision analysis with option

price techniques. This also uses a time-discrete decision tree approach. The decision tree is split

by time periods of cash flows.

4.6.3 Conclusion

The Luenberger Approach is similar to the Smith Approach. The difference is that the

project start at " the zero price" which is the modified present value.

Figure 15 Modelling Uncertainties in the Luenberger Approach
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Chapter 5 Case Studies

5.1 Case 1: Reservoir Management Project

5.1.1. Introduction

The first case study is an application of Real Options that is dominated by technical

uncertainty. Although there is uncertainty in the market, it is assumed that the commodity price

only increases with low volatility and the products have ready markets. Project uncertainty is

then related to production rates and reserves. More specifically, production decline rates after

drilling of two new lateral bores, and implicitly reserves, are the main sources of uncertainty.

Generally, when technical activities are proposed, they typically involve a number of

uncertainties, and while additional information may be obtained to reduce that uncertainty, such

information is often very costly. Furthermore, the associated capital expenditure (CAPEX) is

often difficult to estimate, and related operational expenditure (OPEX) is equally difficult to

define early in a project's life.
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5.1.2 Project Background

Ideas for the case study have been taken from the Yang-xing gas field, situated in China.

The situation can generally be described as involving a major petroleum company that is

struggling to replenish reserves amid increased competition to sell those reserves.

Consider Company A (the Company), which has to make a decision regarding a possible

new 5-year gas sales contract. The contract would be to supply 560 million m3 of specification

gas over a S-year period (with a minimum requirement of 70 million m3 per year) to a fertllizer

plant (the Factory). The Factory would like to sign an agreement with a stable gas supplier. The

Company owns the closest gas field (Yang-xing) to the plant and that field appears to have spare

capacity from its two primary producing wells.

For the Company this would be a "big" contract, but there are several other gas companies

that are also planning to bid for the contract. For the Company to fulfrl the envisaged 5-year

contract, the two wells would have to deliver a minimum commercial gas quantity of 392

(=560x70%o) million m3. Due to estimated maintenance/workover requirements for the wells, the

available amount would actually be reduced to 355 (=200,000x355x5) million m3, indicating a

potential shortfall.

The Company has studied various scenarios to increase production levels. For the case

study it is assumed that the Company has identified the following three choices:

Choice 1: Immediate signing of the contract and subsequent increase in daily production

from the two primary producers, to 200,000 m3/day. As a result, water coning will likely occur,

"damaging" the reservoir and leading to reduced ultimate recovery. It is estimated that

additional production costs of $0.52 million would be incurred in the third year. In subsequent

years, these costs are expected to increase at a rate following a normal distribution with a mean

of 3o/o and a standard deviation of 5%o. The increased production is not facility constrained.
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Choice 2: Delay 8 months before commencing production for the contract. To preserve the

bidding right for the contract, the Company would pay $1.50 million to the owners of the

Factory. During the 8 months, the Company would implement a new reservoir management

program (discussed in Section 5.1.3) to access new reserves such that the contract volumes can

be fulfilled. The company has estimated that it would incur additional costs of $2.16 million for

this program.

Choice 3: Immediate signing of the contract, with continued normal production, leading to

a likely shortfall in delivery in the fifth year. As a result, it is estimatedthat a contract penalty of

$2.2 million would be payable at the end of the fifth year.

These choices can be represented in the following Decision Tree.

Figure 16 Decision Tree
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Relevant Data and Information

Technical details of the Yang-xing gas field, reserve estimates and the gas contract aspects

are listed in Tables 6 to 8.

Table 6 General Data for All Reservoirs

Table 7 General Data for Permian 2 Reservoir (principal reservoir)

51%Gas recovery to date

Billion m'2.1Initial sas in place

Wells2

15

Producing wells: in the Permian-2 reservoir
in other thin reservoirs

Years15Historic production
Wellst7Producins wells

2Producing well numbers (-land -2)
lomormal distributionmean3%o, SD 5%Annual production decline rate
billion m'0.624Cumulative production
billion m'1.2Initial gas in place

Heterogeneous formation: water-eroded cave-
carbonates, naturally fractured with low
permeability matrix, active water drive. Wells
-l and -2 are part of the same pressure system.

General information
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mil day

200,000total

Cunent daily
production 50,000well-2

150,000well-1

Table I Gas Contract Information for Principal Reservoir

0.10Pre-drilling
Reconstruction

0.26well-2
$ million0.30well-1
$ million2.2Contract penalty

t2%V/eighted average cost of capital (WACC)
s%Risk free cash rate

t2%Tax
$ / year460,000Depreciation

$ million
normal distribution

0.52
mean3Vo, SD 5%

Costs for brine
Estimated annual increase

$ million/well0.41Annual fixed costs

$/ thousand m'42.0
3%

Production (variable) costs

Yearly increase

Years20Well life
$ million0.31Drilline costs for mother bore of well-2
$ million0.58Drillins costs for mother bore of well-l

$/ m'
normal distribution

55
mean 2%o,andSD
4%

Current gas price
Estimated annual increase

days / yearl0Well downtime

million mr392-560x7OYoTotal production requirement over 5 years
70%Production coverage of well-l and -2

months8Period of delay in delivery
million dollars1.50Cost for delayed delivery

years5Contract period
million m'560Contract quantity

Costs for reservoir
management program
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0.66In total

5.1.3 Reservoir Management Program

The Company has seen evidence from seismic of additional fractured zones in the principal

reservoir (Permian 2). It is decided that in order to maintain daily gas production and increase

ultimate recovery, two laterals will be drilled to access these fractures. In this case, lateral

technology offers a completion configuration where a lateral is drilled from existing main-

wellbores. The technology has been recognized as a reliable means of increasing oiVgas

production.

The envisaged reservoir management program would encompass the drilling of a single

1200m lateral from well-l, and another 1000m lateral from well-2. After drilling each lateral the

wells would be tested. Due to operational constraints, drilling of each lateral would be

sequential. It is estimated that the development program will take 8 months. Production loss

would be 4 months for each well while drilling and testing is in progress, resulting in reduced

production over the 8 months period.

The reservoir management plan is expected to deliver the required amount of gas,392

million m3, over the 5-year contract period at a cost of $2.16 million.

5.1.4 Identification of the Option:

greater suret]¡ that it can meet the contract oblieations. This Option has the following

characteristics. The company can delay bidding for the contract for 8 months or else, it can

choose to increase production immediately. The 8 month delay is an option for the company, but

not an obligation. The company holds the right to bid in 8 months. This option is analogous to a

financial option called a deferral call option with characteristics defined in Table 9. The option
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maturity time (T) is 8 months - 0.67 years. The stock price (S) is the project's current net present

value. The exercise price (Ð is $2.16 million; inclusive of $1.50 million to hold the bidding

right plus 50.66 million for operating and capital costs. The risk free rate (rf) is 5%.

Table 9 Analogies between Real Option in Case 1 and Financial Option

Price volatilitygProject return volatility
Risk free raterfs%Risk free rate

Maturity TimeT0.67 yearTime to expiration
Exercise priceX$ 2.16 millionExercise option costs

Stock priceSPresent value
Financial OptionSvmbolValueReal Option in Case 1

5.1.5 Uncertainty in the Project

Fundamentally, there are two sources of uncertainty in any project: market-based and

technology-based. Production rates and gas prices will both vary stochastically over time. The

gas price model is based on reality and comes from market observation. It follows a normal

distribution with a mean of 2Yo and a standard deviation of 4Yo.

5.1.5.1 Gas Price Uncertainty

Although not the primary uncertainty in this case there is market uncertainty based on

the volatility in gas price - the gas price is uncertain over the next 5 years. The price uncertainty

is correlated with gas supply and demand, increasing with time. It is assumed that the spot price

for gas will follow a geometric Brownian motion (GBM), a common model in the Real Options

literature, see for example Dixit and Pindyck (1994).

d S (t) = 0.02 S (t) dt + 0.04 S (t) dz (t) 5 (1)
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If S(0) is given and using formula 5(l), the gas price is assumed to be a lognormal

distribution. The distribution of h(s(r)/s(o)) will have a mean of ('-+)'and a variance of ort.

In this case, the gas price follows a positive drift, withp =2o/o and volatility of o= 4Yo. The

forecasted gas price and confidence interval are presented in Figures 17 and 18. The gas price

starts at $55.O/thousand m3. As discussed in the section 3.8.1, based on assumptions of the GBM

model, future price depends only on its current value, not its past value. The future price path is

therefore only determinate by current information. As can be seen in Figures 17 and 18 the trend

in gas price increases with time. Since the volatility of the gas price is low, o is 4Yo, the curve

has noise, although the model has a positive drift of 2Yo.

Figure 17 GeometrÍc Brownian Motion for Gas Price Forecast
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5.1.5.2 Technical Uncertainty

The technical uncertainty is a major uncertainty in this case study and is related to the

reservoir management program. It comes from two sources: estimated remaining reserves and

estimated production rates.

Uncertaintv in remaining reserves

Remaining reserves are highly uncertain in this case, due to the heterogeneity of the

fractured carbonate reservoir and the active water drive. "surprises" are common when water

drives are active. The use of lateral technology has the potential to increase recovery and then

reserves need to be updated.

Co only in this field, Estimated Ultimate Reserves (EUR) of fractured reservoirs would

not be estimated by the volumetric method; because the well bore data does not adequately

represent the heterogeneity of the fractured reservoir. It is more common to use the pressure

decline curve and pressure build up analysis to forecast the reserve. The parameters for these

two methods will be acquired in the programmed well test.

There is a high correlation between the ultimate recovery and connate water production.

Once water coning commences, the gas production might become unstable. If the lateral wells

intersect the predicted fractures, the reserve may possibly increase. If not, the reserve would
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remain those estimated prior to the reservoir management program. Hence there is a large range

of uncertainty in the size of the remaining reserves. And therefore, there is potential loss due to

these uncertain factors.

Project valuation is an up front estimation. To solve q (0), lateral drilling information, such

as the new initial reservoir pressure, the skin factor, etc is needed (See Appendix A: Fetkovich

Decline Curve Analysis Features). But the initial production rate q (0) after the reservoir

management progtam is unknown prior to it being implemented. Lack of confirmation of these

parameters would result in large uncertainties surrounding the initial production rate. However,

an estimate for the range of the production rate q (0) can be based on historical data and

experience. Therefore, q (0) is subjectively estimated in the project valuation.

The production decline rate

The production decline rate is also uncertain, since the future production rate and the

remaining reserves are unknown. As Li and Horne (20021200312004/2005) analyse, the decline

rate is mainly related to the initial reserve pressure (in this case the pressure after the reservoir

management program), the water and gas saturation þartially known), the permeability

(unknown) and the time to water production (unknown). When the initial production is

uncertain, the production decline rate is also uncertain.

In short, the economic valuation of the reservoir management progfam must be generated

from estimates of technical data where uncertainties abound. Unlike the market uncertainty,

however, the production uncertainty decreases with the time.
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Given the enormous uncertainty that exists in the production data, it was decided to model

the production rate by integrating the Li-Horne model (Li and Horne, 2002) with geometric

Brownian motion (GBM).

GBM is a stochastic process, and is therefore suitable for modelling random uncertainty.

Hence its frequent use for modelling price uncertainty in Real Options literatures. According to

GBM, the future price is only related to the current spot price. And thus, it fits well in modelling

financial stocks.

The Li-Horne model is a deterministic approach, and it is satisfactory for predicting future

production rates explicitly. Once the matrix permeability, the skin factor, the cumulative

production and the initial production rate are known the future production rate can be

determined. The model relates the daily production and the cumulative production as shown in

equation 5(2). (See Appendix A and B for details.)

qØ=ft-b
s(2)

Where q(t)=daily production rate

a and b are constants

R(t¡=t.tol ery uP to time t

"a" is a coefficient associated with capillary forces and "b" is a coefficient associated with

gravity. Both these parameters can be derived from core samples (for the model's details, see

Appendix B-Li-Horne Model).

Based on equation 5(2) and Figure 19 below, it is obvious the Li-Horne model does not

resolve production forecast at the initial production stage. Thus, the model is insufficient to
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determine the initial production. The Li- Home model, however, appears to fit the long-term

well production trend.

Figure 19 Production Decline Analysis
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Equation 5(3) is used to derive the production decline rate, lt , from the initial and daily

production rates, q(t) and q(t-l), which can be estimated using the Li-Horne model.

In order to integrate GBM into the Li-Horne model the production rate q(t) is assumed to

follow a lognormal distribution where q(t) has a mean, q(o)eut't) , ffid a variance,

q(0)2 ezry ("o" -t). see Equation 5(4):

ds|)= anIø@-tþt+on[øG)-LÞ'n{Ð sr¿\

Where L is the economic limit production rate.

data, the model has a negative dr,ft lt - estimated using Equation 5(3), and a positive

volatility, o . The volatility, o , of the production rate results from changes in production and is

ll0

y = 1.0961x - 0. 1409
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subjectively estimated from historical production data. As previously discussed, different

production rates are associated with different decline rates. So in this case study the decline rates

and the initial production rates are related to the three choices available to the company. These

are shown in Table 10.

Table 10 Decline Rates for Different Gas Production Rates.

5% lO.OntZtoL

7% l-O.OOssrltt2003

7% lo.ozozoto3

s% l-o.oo+tzþz3002

3% p.OZZOS+o2

.e% 
l-0.007500þz2601

Yearlv MonthlvParameterslnitial production rate (thousand m'/day)Choices

1) Increasing production directly, q(0)=260 thousand ^t lday:

dq(t) = -0 '091q(t) - Lldt + 0.08q(t)dz(t)

3) Keep normal production, q(0)=200 thousand m' lday

dq(t) = -0.071q(t) - L)dt + 0.06q(t)dz(t)

s(a)

2) Implementing the reservoir management program, e(0)=300 thousand ttf lduy.

dq(t¡ = -0.0s[a(r) - Lldt + 0.07 q(t)dz(t) 5r4hì

.s(4c)

The forecast production profiles for the three choices are shown in Figures 20 and

21.
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Figure 20 Production Forecasting using GBM and Li-Horne Model
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Figure 21 Drift in GBM-Forecasting Production Decline Rate
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One applies the Li-Home model to find out the production decline rate, and embed this

decline rate into GBM. The plot shows a decline rate trend (Figure 2I), in which the decline rate

is a quadratic function with time. The production volatility is assumed subjectively based on the

historical production data. The decline rate is negative and it is in a range. Now one could

embed the production decline rate and the production volatility to GBM. The integrated

production model allows the production rate to change. The production changes are controlled
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by the decline rate and initial production rate. The different choices have different initial

production rates and different decline rates. Using Equation 5(4b), Figure 22 shows the

production forecast from the integrated production model.

Figure 22 Production Forecast for Choice 2
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5.1.6 Risk and Uncertainty Analysis with the DCF Valuation

The payoffs will be highly dependent on the uncertain production rates and gas prices.
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Applying these production and gas price parameters into the traditional DCF method, and

running 1000 iterations in Monte Carlo Simulation using @Risk software, risk profiles of the

NPV distributions for the three choices were obtained and are presented in Figure 23.

Figure 23 Distributions For NPVs of Three Choices
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Table 11 Comparisons of Parameters of Project Choices Using the DCF Method

Unit US $ million

r.t2-0.2r3) Keepine normal production

2.460.132) Exercising reservoir management
program

1.450.70I ) Increasing production immediately
Standard DeviationMean ofNPVProiect Choices

Table 11 is a comparison of the mean and the standard deviation of the NPV of the three

choices using the DCF method. Based on the traditional DCF method, the risk profile of

"increasing production immediately" has the best shape among the three choices. As can be

observed, it is narrow, and moves to the right (positive) side. Its standard deviation is $1.45

million - not the largest compared with the other choices. The mean project value, $0.70 million,

Keep normal production

production

lmplementing
management
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is the highest. Thus, if the traditional DCF method where used to make the choice, "increasing

production immediately" would be chosen. It is apparently informed that the uncertainty of the

strategy "increasing production immediately'' is lowest, and its project value is highest. Thus,

people who support the DCF method would conclude that the strategy "increasing production

immediately" is the best.

Figure 24 Cash Flows Streams of the Project

Years

Figure 24, which displays the cashflow associated with the three choices, shows that this

choice goes into negative cashflow after 3 years, and Choice 3 is the best option from the cash

flow perspective. ich choice is the best strategy for the company?

5.1.7 Real Options Valuation Analysis-Valuing Flexibility

In Real Options Theory, the project value comes from the value of the Real Options (that

are: market opportunities and managerial flexibilities), PLUS the inherent project investment

payoff-NPV.

The project value = Flexibility value I lnherent value
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= Real Option Value + NPV

Real Options Valuation will therefore be used to help determine the optimal project value.

Only Choice 2 will be valued because the NPV derived for Choice I and 3 is the total project

value because there is no option associated with them and hence no extra value. Figure 25 below

presents the types of uncertainty, and types of flexibility (strategy) of this case. The project

uncertainty is dominated by technical uncertainty. The strategy (in Choice 2) is a technical

strategy. The Real Options Value is therefore the value associated with adopting the reservoir

management program. In this case there is no market strategy value, since the manager would

not consider trading the project in the market, and the price market uncertainty is low. Jhe

(strateg.v) and timing. The time delay offers the value of management flexibility.

Figure 25 Modelling Flexibilities in Case 1
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5.1.8 Case Solution and Comparison of the 5 Real Options Approaches

In summary then the company expects to take advantage of the delay of 8 months to solve

the reserve uncertainty by implementing the reservoir management program. The project value

is expected to go up after implementing the reservoir management program. The option of this

choice gives the company the right to bid, but not the obligation to sign the contract. Hence, if

the result of the reservoir management program is unsatisfactory; the company will have right to

abandon the contract. In order to value the option associated with Choice 2, the five Real

Options approaches discussed previously were being used. Table 12 summaries the results of the

various approaches

Table 12 Comparison of results of 5 Real Options Approaches

0.10Traditional NPV method
1.10Luenberger Approach
0.90Integrated Approach
2.78Market Asset Disclaimer
2.73Subiect Approach
2.88Classic Approach

Project value with Real Options
V=NPV+ROV ($, MM)

Real Option Approaches

The project value in each approach is well above the maximum NPV of Choice 1 ($0.70

million). Hence the recommended approach, using the Real Options Valuation method, is to buy

the option to delay the contract for 8 months and implement the reservoir management program.
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If the program is successful then sign the contract but if in the unlikely case that it is

unsuccessful there is no obligation to sign. (See Appendix C elaborates the equations of each

approach.)

5.1.9 ReaI Investment Result

In this case the company did delay bidding for the contract and the results of the reservoir

management program were actually successful. Well No I intersected a new gas fracture and the

daily productionwent up to 350 thousand m3 per day. The remaining reserve is, however, still

ambiguous because of the active water drive and the possibility of other isolated fractures.

The final investment result demonstrates that the Real Options Approach is much more

successful in determining the real value of the project and thus assisting in decision making than

the traditional DCF method.

5.1.10 Valuation Errors in the Traditional DCF Method

In the DCF method the valuation error arises because the traditional DCF method does not

take the timing value into account. This is the critical part of this project valuation. This

strategy actually increases the project value. Hence the DCF method ignores the strategy value

of the reservoir management program.

As discussed in the Chapter 3, investors oould take advantage of tirning to solve

uncertainties, and thus reduce the downside investment risk. Ignoring this may underestimate the

real investment value. Real Options Valuation accounts for this timing value.

5.1.11 Technical Uncertainty and Value of Information

From the case, it can be seen that Value of Technical Information may determine the value

of the project. If the company invests before obtaining information, the technical uncertainty of

the investment is higher. If the company invested after obtaining information the company could
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make the better decision. In such a way, the company may avoid downside risks whilst

increasing project values.

However, in general, it is important to note that although the information reduces the

technical uncertainty, that reduction is not 100% (Dias, M. A. G.,2002).ln most cases, the extra

information provides a "partial revelation" of the true value of the project.

5.2 Liquid Gas Distribution Project

5.2.1 Case 2 Description

Case 2 is a Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) distribution project. It is dominated by market

uncertainty. It aims to present different real options approaches by modelling market uncertainty

in different ways. The project involves uncertainties in oil prices, liquid gas market demands,

and sale volumes. These uncertainties stem from the oil market. Thus, the project value is

extremely dependent on the volatility of oil prices. Based on this, we will apply different

approaches and compare different project values. The investment timing and choices of

strategies, as well as crude oil prices determine the project value and the value of the flexibility.

5.2.1.1 Proj ect Background

Company A (the company) is an affiliate of a national oil corporation. Because there has

been no big breakthrough in the oil and gas exploration for a decade, its headquarter decides to

reform Company A in 2000. The company needs to develop new promising businesses.

Meanwhile, the company is acquainted with the entire range of refinery and application

technologies in the liquid gas sector. Liquid gas is one of hydrocarbons, and therefore is

composed of propane, butane and mixtures. Under normal atmospheric conditions these are

gaseous. These gases are liquefied when they are subjected to a certain pressure. Hence, it is

termed as "liquid gas". Liquid gas is characterized by its economical consumption and
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versatility. Due to its latest technology, a high degree of efficiency is attained. As such it

reduces heating costs rapidly. As a result, it is a modern heating fuel, which offers investors a

future-oriented business.

Also, the company regards liquid gas a safe energy that meets with the company policy of

being environmentally conscious. Liquid gas is indispensable for motors and automobiles..

Consequently, if the liquid gas project is evaluated as being profitable, Company A will

concentrate on the liquid gas project.

So far (2000), the company can obtain the liquid gas in three ways: using a self--owned

extraction factory, using other domestic oil companies, or using international oil companies

(impofing liquid gas from overseas). The company has a mature oil field and a selÈowned

extraction factory, where the oil field can deliver crude oil at a rate of 50000 tons per year to the

self--owned extraction factory. The extraction factory is able to refine liquid gas at 40000 tons

per year. The company is also able to buy the liquid gas from other domestic oil companies. The

company is also able to buy liquid gas internationally. The company can develop the liquid gas

distribution network based on its proprietary network of oil products.

Before taking action, the company needs to design investment strategies, and fully evaluate

these strategies.

5.2.1.2 Strategy 1: Three-phase Liquid Gas Project

The lifetime of the liquid gas distribution project is assumed to be 10 years. The whole

investment is designed in three phases: atnal investment period, an intensive capital investment

period, and an investment return period. The trial investment-Phase 1 begins in 2000 and lasts

3 years from 2000 to 2003. The intensive capital investment-Phase 2 from 2003 to 2006 will

be implemented if the trial investment achieves a good result. If the gas price goes down, or the

market demands are too small, there is no need to expand investment by then. The investment
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return period-Phase 3 is scheduled to start in 2006. In Phase 3, there is no capital investment,

and the project is expected to have stable investment retums. After 2-year distribution network

construction, the positive payoffs are assumed to come in2002. Figure 26 shows the investment

plan below:

Figure 26 Strategy I Investment Plan

Schematic of Strategy I Liquid Gas Project

Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3

Trial investment lnvestment return

'ofo
2001 ,T' 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Current year Generate payoffs

nsive capital
investment

5.2,1.2.1 Phase l-Trial Investment Period

The trial investment period is planned from 2000 to 2003. By 2003, the company will set up

a small supplying and distributing network. The investing items are listed as following:

Table 13 Investing ltems in Phase l-Strategy I

93Total investing capitals (Million RMB)
6Sales offices

2000KMGas pipeline
6LGP pump
9LPG ball tank
10LPG transportation track

1Bei-he" transhipment base

6Several satellite gas stations

-tThree gas terminals

IA gas distribution cenhe

NumberInvestment Items

to A place near sea
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The tot¿l investment capital in Phase I is 93 million RMBI|.

During the trial investment, the company focuses on constructing gas terminals, gas sub-

stations and a transhipment base (Be-he Transhipment Base). The liquid gas transportations

mainly rely on the Be-he Transhipment Base and inland warehouses via railroad tank wagons,

highway tank wagons or inland waterway tankers. The first payoffs will be generated in2002.

The market shares are expected to increase from 3.85x10+ tons in 2000 to 7.00x10¿ tons in

2003. The distributing network covers 3 cities and 12 towns. By the end of trial investment

(2003), the company expects to offer a complete energy service, ranging from the provision of

liquid gas in bottles, right up to a full supply facility. Through the trial investment, the storage

capacity of the company will enable it to deliver a volume of 50.5x10atons liquid gas each year.

Its customers will increase to over 360000; including liquid petroleum gas plants, motor service

stations, and retail gas consumers.

5.2.1.2.2 Phase 2-Intensive Capital Investment Period

The intensive capital investment would be conducted if the trial investment performs well.

Based on distribution grids of Phase 1, the company 'will expend the distribution network

construction in the intensive capital investment period, which includes as following items:

Table 14 Expend the Distribution Network

2000 KmGas pipelines
4Satellite gas service stations

6Gas station terminals

2A gas distribution centre

NumberInvestment Items

rr RMB: Chinese Yuan, I Us dollar=8.O1 Chinese Yuan (RMB) (20108/2005 http://finance.vahoo.com)
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66Total investine capitals (Million RMB)
IGas bottle testing line

2Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) bottling plants
10Sales offices
6LPG ball tank

l0Transportation equipment: Train and track
\¡/agons

The investment capital is 66 million (RMB). The phase 3 will be carried on for 2 years from

2004 to 2006. By the end of 2006, the company is expected to be able to distribute liquid gas

volumes of 45.6x104 tons per year.

During the intensive capital investment period, company payoffs are generated mainly from

gas distribution grids built in Phase 1. After Phase 2, the entire distribution network will be

composed of items shown below.

Table 15 Entire distribution network

159Total investing capitals (Million RMB)

IGas bottle testing line

2LPG bottling plants
l6Retail service offices.

400OkmGas pipeline
l5Gas tanks

20Transportation equipment (Tracks)
IBei-he transhipment base

l0Several satellite gas stations

7Gas station terminals

JA gas distribution centre

NumberInvestment Items

5.2.1.2.3 Phase 3-Investment Return Period

After the intensive capital investment, the project will enter Phase 3-the investment return

period. In this phase, the company will not plan to invest capital, but in turn, to receive stable

profits from the project. The expected return rate is expected tobe 16.l%o per annum.
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The company's capital has three sources: asset based lending from a bank, joint venture

capitals, as well as self-owned capitals.

5.2.1.3 Strategy 2: Two-phase Liquid Gas Project

The company invests a large amount of capital right now, and begins immediately at the

intensive capital investment period. The whole investment is designed in two phases: an

intensive capital investment period and an investment return period. The intensive capital

investment-Phase 1 begins in 2000, and lasts 4 years from 2000 to 2004. After two year

construction, the project positive payoffs are assumes to come in 2002. The investment return

period-Phase 2 starts in 2004. By 2006, the project is expected to have stable investment

returns. The liquid gas distribution project life is 10 years. See Figure 27 below:

Figure 27 Schematic of Strategy 2 Investment Plan

Phase 1 Phase 2

,'f' 2001 ,Y
I

2003 2004 200s 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Current year Generate payoffs

5.2.1.3.1 Phase l-The Intensive Investment Period

As the investment plan, the company shall make investment decision right now. From 2000

towns. The total investment capital is 159 million (RMB). The construction lasts 2 years. The

project will generate positive payoffs in2002.8y2004, the transportation capacity will be 100.5
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x 104 tons per year, and the company will be able to distribute liquid gas volumes 100x 104 tons

each year

The investment items are listed as following:

Table L6Investing items for Phase 1 in Strategy 2

159Total investing capitals (million RMB)
16Sales offices

4000KMGas pipeline

6LGP pump
9LPG ball tank
20LPG transportation equipment (Tracks)
IBei-he transhipment base

6Several satellite gas stations

JThree central gas terminals

IA gas distribution centre

NumberItems

5.2.1.3.2 Phase 2-The Investment Return Period

After the intensive capital investment, the project will enter Phase 2-the investment return

period.

5.2.2 Case 2 Decision Tree

The first project analysis is to construct a considered investment strategy map that comprises

all uncertain elements in the liquid gas distribution project.
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Figure 28 Case 2 Decision Events Tree
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5.2.3 Parameters and Variables of the Project

Table 17 Parameters and Variables of the Project Valuation

s00RMB/tonsFixed costs

159Million RMB
Investment capitals: Strategy I

Strategy 2

159Million RMB
5%o//o

Depreciation
Salvage

20Years

-0.6Correlation between sale volumes and WTI
oil price

Lognormal (9%,25%)

Sales volume:
Strategy I
Strategy 2
Increase rate

4.3
6.2

Tons

Losrormal (5%,I5%)
Market wholesale price
Increase rate

2737.61RMB/ton

Lopnormal 0%,16%\

Distribution costs
Corelation with WTI oil price
Increase rate

0.70

1776.67RMB/ton
24%Oil price volatility
8%Oil price increase rate

45.42$ibblWTI crude oil price Q110212000\

10YearsThe proiect life
7%Convenience yield
r5%WACC
5.8%Risk free interest rate

UnitParameters
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93Million RMBOption Costs (Undiscounted)
76.17Million RMBOption Costs (Discounted)
t2%Cash tax rate

5.2.4 Identification of Real Options

The project price is the value of a contingent claim. The estimated market price of the

project is contingent on the investment timing. The timing relates to the decision whether to

invest to expand right now, or to postpone expansion through investment to 3 years later. The

timing determines the project value. The Strategy 2 contains a real option. The company has a

right to delay 3 years to make decision, but not an obligation. To keep the option, the company

needs to invest 93 million RMB (undiscounted). The strategic management optimises the timing

and investment costs. By postponing the expansion decision, the company can observe the

market and the actual price movement. It will invest if the price goes up, but not if it goes down.

Thus, it avoids the loss, and then see the price go down. This value of waiting must be traded off

against the loss of the trial investment profits.

Identifying real options involves flrve aspects. It is an expansion call option, which is

analogous from a financial call option to a real investment.

Table 18 Identification of Real Options

s.8%Risk free interest rate
Different values depending on different ROV approachesVolatility

76.17Million RMB (discounted by WACC)Option costs
JYearsMaturity time

Million RMBProiect present value
ValueUnitOption lnputs

Timins

The opportunity will last 3 years. The company holds the right to expend investment to

expand, but not obligation, for 3 years. The option maturity time T is 3 years.
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Proiect present value

The stock price S is the project present value. Its value is very sensitive to volatility in oil

prices.

Exercise price

The exercise price X is trial investment capital cost, which is 76.17 million RMB

(discounted at I5o/o).

Risk free rate

The risk free rate rf is 5.8%.

Volatilitv

Referring to the volatility, there are different values depending on different real options

approaches. Ho'wever, the variability in the value of real options in the liquid gas distribution

project fundamentally stems from the oil price, as the project uncertainties are dominated by

market uncertainty that are dominated by the oil price uncertainty.

5.2.5 Risk and Uncertainty in the Project

The main factors that affect the project value are liquid gas production costs, sale prices as

well as sale volumes. These factors are variable and uncertain throughout the life of the project.

Thus, the uncertainties in the LPG project are mainly production costs, sale volumes, and sale

prices. It is obviously that these uncertain parameters are directly related to the oil price

volatility.

We subjectively assume values for several variables shown below.

Table 19 Uncertain Variables

0.7t5%s.00%Market wholesale price
0.7l6%7.00%Production costs

24%8.00%WTI oil price

Conelation with oil priceMeanStandard DeviationVariables
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-0.42s%9.00%Sales volumes

5.2.5.1 World Oil Price Uncertainty

Based on the "rational market theory", the crude oil price always stems from the balance

between supplies and demands. If the energy market has no arbitrage opportunities and is

complete, the (risk neutral expected) oil price increase rate is always at the risk free interest rate.

The oil price is an independent variable, and only related with the current oil price. However,

there are many reasons why the oil price may not be determined from a perfect supplies and

demands balance. The OPEC partly controls the world oil price, and some other political issues

impacts the world oil price. As a result, the oil price is extremely volatile.

On the other side, consumer behaviour impacts significantly on future crude oil price. When

new reserves were discovered such as Texas Gulf Coast Field and East Gulf in the 1920s and

1930s, the world oil price dropped. Arlie and Skow et al (1995) had a good analysis on

relationship between oil price changes and consumption based on historical analysis. In resent

days, the world oil price has hit a new top at $70/bbl. This is also mainly because that the oil

consumption in developing countries has increased rapidly. The oil price changing, reserves

replenishing, and oil demands volatility, as well as political issues are main causes that lead to

the oil price uncertainty higher.

Based on historical WTI oil price data, we plot the actual oil price movement in the past.

See Figure 29 below:

Figure 29 Actual Crude Oil Price
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We apply the binomial tree model and the geometric Brownian motion to predict the oil

prices respectively. Shown on Figure 31 and Figure 32.The Binomial Tree method can show

the oil price trend in a short term, and the red line plotted in Figure 31 is the actual oil price

trend. In contrast, Geometric Brownian Motion can present the oil price trend in a long run.
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Figure 31 Price Forecast by Binominal Tree

Price Forecast-Binomial Tree (from 03198-09 12004)
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The prices modelled here represent spot prices for West Texas Intermediate grade crude oil

for delivery in Cushing, Oklahoma. The parameters for the process are based on historical WTI

prices using annual data from 1998-2010.
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'We 
assume the oil price at any future time is lognormal distributed with the dnft I0%o and

thevolatllity 24Yo.

5.2.5.2 Costs Uncertainty and Gas Sale Price Uncertainty

The crude oil price is high uncertain, and this leads to future costs that are uncertain. Future

costs affect investment decisions. Liquid gas production costs have high correlation with the

crude oil prices. As we know, the raw material of liquid gas is the crude oil. The oil used to

produce the liquid gas comes from three sources: self-owned oil fields, domestic oil companies

as well as international oil companies. Obviously, the world crude oil price impacts production

costs. Though project costs can be partly controlled, production costs are volatile due to oil price

uncertainty.

Accordingly, the movement of liquid gas sale price as an output price follows the oil price.

'When the crude oil price goes up, the liquid gas sale price will go up.

5.2.5.3 Sales Volume Uncertainty

Returning to sales volume of liquid gas, forecasted volumes not only depend on supply

conditions of liquid gas products, but also on the oil price fluctuations. First, the supply

condition constraints the sales volume, if the distribution capacity is not sufficient for demand.

However, the sufficient supply system also supports the sales volume Meanwhile, oil price

changes also impacts on consumer behaviour. When oil price goes up, it is extremely

unfavourable for oil consumers. Consumer confidence would be frustrated by the continuous

increasing oil price. Some consumers would consider changing to alternative heating energy. As

a result, the oil price uncertainty also leads to the sales volume uncertainty.
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The crude oil price volatility is thus an essential source of the cost uncertainty, sales price

uncertainty and the sales volume uncertainty. Even if the crude oil price is high, the project

payoffs would go negative. The reason is that production costs would increase with the crude oil

price accordingly. When the managers could not control production costs, the project may not

generate positive payoffs (See Figure 33). The uncertain variables are forecasted in thetable29,

30,31"

5.2.6 Risk and Uncertainty Analysis Using the Traditional DCF Method

The task of risk and uncertainty management is to maximize the project's expected retum.

Based on this issue, investors will be readily to choose Strategy 2.

The reasons to choose the project based the DCF method are:

1) The project whose NPV is larger is preferred.
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Comparing the two NPVs (see Table 20), it is easy to see that Strategy 2 has a

higher expected NPV, which is 2094 million RMB, and Strategy t has a lower expected

NPV, which is -5.89 million RMB. Although the standard deviation of Strategy 1

(355.34) is lower than Strategy 2 ({09.08), the mean value of Strategy 2 (7.70) is much

higher than Strategy I (-16.9319). Based on the principle of maximized expected project

value, investors should take Strategy 2.

Table 20 Comparisons of NPV Distributions of Two Strategies

77.57572-6r.72909Mode
1.334795-r.939304Skewness
39s9.8943617.736Maximum
-2444.8t2-4743.909Minimum
167345.4t26265.tVariance
7.698274-16.93t9Mean
409.07873s5.338Std Dev

20.94-5.89Expected NPV

Strategy2
(Million RMB)

Strategyl
(Million RMB)

Name

Figure 33 Distributions for NPVs of Two Strategies
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2) The project investors could be beneficial from the time-value of money.

The payoffs of Strategy 2 provide profits earlier than for Strategy 1. Based on

Figure 34, the payback period of Strategy 2 is 4.5 years, and the payback period of

Strategy I is 5.7 years. Comparing two strategies, one can see Strategy 2 is much better

than Strategy 1.

Figure 34 Strategy L and Strategy 2 Cash Flows
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3) Risk analysis
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With regard to risk analysis, the standard deviation of the project present value of

Strategy I is 355.338 million RMB, and the standard deviation of the project present value

Strategy 2 is 409.08 million RMB. Comparing two project present values, Strategy I has

lower risks than Strategy 2.The difference is 54 million RMB. The present value of Strategy

2 is 20.94, and it is higher 26 million RMB than that of Strategy 1.

According to the traditional DCF method, the investor should choose Strategy 2 rather

than Strategy 1.

However, referring to real options valuation, the project valuation result is quite

different.

5.2.7 Real Option Valuation - Valuing Flexibility

Through the above analysis, the company understands the oil price uncertainty, the cost

uncertainty, as well as the sales volume uncertainty, are the market uncertainty categories. The

project has a timing flexibility. As we elaborated in the previous chapters, the traditional NPV

method ignores the value of flexibility. When we apply real option valuation, we may find the

value of market flexibility.
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Tvoes of uncertainties
No Technical

Uncertainties

Catesories of flexibilities

Tvpes of oroblems

Real Options Valuation
Project Values=

Net Present Value +
Managerial Flexibility Value

Investment
Problems

Financial
Problems

fn¡ fc¡h¡inal
Strategies

No
Shategies

for Market

Market
Uncertainties

Figure 35 Modelling Uncertainties in Case 2
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5.2.8 Case Solutions and Comparisons for Five Real Options Approaches

5.2.8.1 The Classical Approach

Table 21 Option-pricing Model Inputs in the Classic Approach

Table 22lnpú Parameters in the Classic Approach

Table 23 Results of the Classical Approach

Risk-free rate of interestRisk-free rate of interestR

Relinqui shment proj ectTime to expirationT

Variance of rate of change of the oil
price

Variance of rate of return on
the stock

o 2

Delaying cost in the trial investment
cost plus trial production costs

Exercise priceX

Discounted Present Value by delaying
lae

Stock priceS

lnterpretationStock Call OptionSymbols

Years3Time to maturity
stbbl,2l0Ut998t7.53WTI oil price

24%Oil price volatilitv
7.0%Convenience vield
s.8%Risk free rate

I5o/nWACC
Million RMB76.17Option costs

Tons60Sales volumes
Million RMB66Capex
RMB/tons500Fixed costs

RMB/tons2737.61Output price(market wholesale price)
RMB/tons1776.67Input price (production costs)

UnitValueParameters

Million RMB56.78Proiect value

Million RMB56.77767428C

0.903293s22N(D2)

0.956941095N(D1)

1.300549138D2

1.7t624t332D1
Million RMB$r 19.82Current value
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By applying Equation 4(1), we obtain outputs in Table 23.

5.2.8.2 The Subjective Approach

with the oil price, the project volatility will be accordingly fluctuating. Based on Equation 4(2),

the project volatility has a mean 0.12 and a standard deviation 0.496 (Figure 36 Distribution

for Project Volatility). Based on Equation 4(3),4(4), applying Black-Scholes Model, one could

obtain a project value of 50.73 million RMB. See Table 24 below.

Figure 3ó Distributions for Project Volatility

Distribution for Project Volatility

0.000
-6

Table 24Inputs and Outputs of the Subjective Approach

2

0.

-2-3-4

1 4

5.8%Risk free interest rate
Million RMB82.83Capital Costs
Million RMB76.17Option Costs

RMB/ton2737.61Market wholesale price
RMBiton1776.67Production costs

Million tons55.99Sale Volumes
Inputs
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Million RMB50.73307547Proiect value of strategy 1

Million RMB8.968087038C
0.r77586042N(D2)
0.487206231N(Dl)
-0.9246036t3D2
-0.03207458rD1

Outputs
YearsJTime to maturity

Million RMB76.17Exercise Price
49.6%Proiect volatility

Million RMB4t.76Present Value
ts%WACC

5.2.8.3 The MAD Approach

We also assume the oil price and the liquid gas production unit cost has a -0.4 coffelation,

the project volatility will be accordingly fluctuating. The project volatility is same as that of the

Subjective approach, which has a mean 0.I2 and, a standard deviation 0.496 (Figure 36).

Applying Binominal Model 4(5),4(6),4(13), 4(14), we could obtain a project value of 50.98

million RMB. See Table 25,26 and.27 below.

Table 25Inputs of the MAD Approach

million RMBs0.98fhe proiect value of Strategy 1

0.5024l-p
0.4976Up probabilitv
0.5390Down factor minus cy
t.s72tUp factor minus cy
0.6090Down factor
t.6421Up factor

1.00
dt (the length of binomial
period)

3.00Binomial step

Year3.00Time step

7.00%Convenience yield (cy)
million RMB76.t7Option costs

s.8%Risk free rate
r5%WACC

49.60%Volatility
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Table 26 The evolution of the project (million RMB)

Year 4Year3Year 2Year I
6.539323

12.13

t9.0737522.5t
3s.3941.76

55.6338665.66

r03.22
162.2715

Table 27 The Opportunity Value (million RMB)

Year 4Year 3Year 2Year I
0.00

0
0.000.00

0.009.22
0.0019.41

40.88
86.10

5.2.8.4 The Smith Approach

Based on Equation 4(15), 4(19), 4(20),4(2I),4(24), we analyse the option value below:

Table 28 Sales Volume Uncertain Parameters

Lognormal
Distribution

0.250.2080.14Hish

0.250.0959.70Nominal

0.250.0452.54Low
Increase rateT^¿^f /T^--\

I UIAI T I UIIS ISales volume
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Figure 37 The Smith Approach Decision Event Tree
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Figure 38 DPL Policy Tree
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Trial investment 3
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After running DPL@, \¡/e can obtain the project value and the value of each branch. Strategy

I has a project value of 77.16 million RMB, whilst Strategy 2has a project value of 73.84

million RMB. Although Strategy 2 has the net present value 73.84 million RMB, its initial

capital risk is much higher than Strategy 1. Strategy 2 takes higher capital cost risk.

5.2.8.5 The Luenberger Approach

There are three uncertainty trees in this case, which are the sales price tree, the production

cost tree, and the sales volume tree. The sales prices and production costs vary all the time. They

follow the oil price fluctuation. Based on Luenberger (1998) and Equation 4(30),4(31), 4(32),

4(33), we assume the period for one binomial tree step is 2 years for simplicity. Sales volumes

1

0
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and their probabilities are subjectively assumed. By integrating three chance trees, we can obtain

the project value of 104.8 million RMB. The project value after tax is 89.08 million RMB.

Table 29 Sales Price Tree

Table 30 Production Cost Tree

299.Dtt
465.612

62r.r8372s.038
967.2891129.01C

1290.4801506.23(1758.064
2009.5012345.47C2737.61

2680.9r'.13129.14C3652.302
4t74.65r4872.612

5569.4886500.652
8672.654

rr570.3'7
0

201020082006200420022000

r94.054
302.t75

403.138470.539
627.75(732.7t04

837.502977.524rt40.9s1
1304.r3i1522.174r776.66',1

1739.8742030.7632370.288
2709.2843162.25C

3614.s124218.823
5628.419

7s08.990
201("2008200(,200420022000
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Table 31 Sales volume and probability

Table 32 Other Inputs

RBI\4/tons2737.61Sales Price

RBl\{/tonst776.6iProduction costs

17.532/0Ut998WTI oil price
0.3991l-r
fì Ánnoup prot
0.6422d-cr
t.334ru-c\
0.7122d

r.404tU

2.00
dt (the length of binomial

periodì

5.00Binomial ster
Year10.00Time

7.00o/cConvenience yielc
500.00Fixed cost¡

Million RMB76.r',lOption costs

5.8o/rRisk free rate

t5%WACC
24.00%Oil price volatility

5.2.9 Summary

Time gives investors the flexibility of investment management. Based on the Table 33,

even the lowest value of the real options approach is higher that the traditional DCF. Most

t46
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projects can accommodate an expansion of its production capacity by additional investments

later (Dezen, F et al, 2001). The value of expansion option is the value of expanded project over

the NPV. Contrasting five real options approaches, all of them apply the market information and

data the oil price volatility. Except for the Classic approach, the MAD and the Subjective

approach, the Smith approach and the Luenberger approach start at the traditional DCF method.

Among these approaches, the MAD and the subjective approach are similar. The reason of

similarity between MAD and the Subjective approach is that both employ the binominal tree

model. Also, the Smith approach and Luenberger approach use the decision tree analysis. Thus,

their results are closer.

Table 33 Summary of Real Options Approach for Case 2

-5.89Traditional DCF method
(NPV)

89.08The Luenberger Approach
77.16The Smith Approach
50.98MAD
s0.73The Subiective Approach

56.78The Classic Approach

Project Value (Unit Million RMB)Real Options Approach
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendation

6.1 Conclusion

Our first conclusion from this study is that the ambiguous definition of "Real Options" is

one of reasons that have lead to numerous Real Options approaches. Real Options are

operational strategies that companies could have. The flexible strategies are composed of

technical strategies and market strategies. The ways to appraise technical strategies and market

strategies need not to be same.

The second conclusion from this study is that among the f,rve real options approaches, all

real options approaches are still based on the traditional DCF method, except the Classic

approach. They still employ the discount rate to value the private risk. Real options valuation is

not a replacement for the traditional DCF method. It extends the traditional DCF method. In

fact, it is an improvement for the project valuation.

The third conclusion is that there are five techniques applied in real options valuation.

These are the traditional DCF method, the Black-Scholes Model, the binominal tree model,

decision analysis, and Monte Carlo simulation. We list the techniques applied in the real options

approaches below:

Table 34 Techniques Applied in Real Options Approaches

{
^/

./Luenberger
Approach

{./.V

^/

Tntegratecl

Approach

./
^/

{Market Asset
Disclaimer

{
^/

./Subjective
Approach

^/

Classic
Approach

Monte
Carlo

Simulation

n^^:^i ^-^ugutslutt
Analysis

Binominal
tree

model

Black-
Scholes
model

Traditional
DCF

Real Options
Approach

Option-pricing
model
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Different methods lead to different project values. Similar methods have similar

numerical results, because they use similar techniques. The subjective approach and the MAD

approach have similar project values, because both of them replicate option-pricing models:

Black-Scholes model and the binominal tree model. The Smith approach and the Luenberger

approach have similarity due to application of the time-discrete decision tree analysis.

The fourth conclusion is that the real options approaches have their own \ryay to value

flexibility. See Table 35 below:

Table 35 Comparisons of Real Options Approaches in Valuing Flexibilities

Binominal
Tree Model,
Risk Neutral
Probabilities
Decision
Analysis

Modified traditional DCF
Decision Analysis

././{Luenberger,
1998

Luenberger
Approach

Binominal
Tree Model,
Risk Neutral
Probabilities
Decision
Analysis

Traditional DCF
Decision Analysis{

^/
{

Smith and
McCardle,
1996

Smith
Approach

Binominal
Tree Model
Risk Neutral
Probabilities

Traditional DCF
Monte Carlo Simulation^/

Ambiguous./Copeland
et al 2001

Market Asset
Disclaimer

Black-Scholes
Model

Traditional DCF
Monte Carlo Simulation

./Ambiguous./Luehrman,
1998a

Subjective
Approach

Black-Scholes
Model

,l./Missing
Paddock et al
1988

Classic
Approach

Value of
market

flexibility

Value of technical
flexibility

Price
Trading
proiects

Technical
Authors

Real Options
Approaches

Market

Real Options ValuationThe Value of Flexibility

{: to be considered.

The fifth conclusion is that most real options approaches are more suitable for valuing

the market strategy, because real options valuation is derived from financial option valuation

methods. Seldom do the described real options approaches value well the technical strategy. To

model technical uncertainty, we need to apply technical information. In addition, the appraisal of

the value of technical flexibility is more complicated. As Dixit (1994) pointed out, the decision

to invest or to wait depends on the parameters that specify the model, most importantly the
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extent of uncertainty (which determines the downside risk avoided by waiting) and the discount

rate (which measures the relative importance of the future versus the present). And hence,

valuing technical flexibility requires high quality parameters. These high quality parameters are

derived from the analysis of evaluators who understand the essence of technical problems and

real options theory.

6.2 Recommendation

When we focused on oil and gas applications, we need to classify the types of flexibility.

In principle, these are technical flexibility and market flexibility. Despite that the valuation of a

project starts at PV- the inherent value of the project, technical flexibility and market

flexibility in the project should be valued in different ways.

If technical flexibility is dominant in the project, we should concentrate on modelling

technical uncertainty. The technical information, such as the reservoir permeability, porosity,

reservoir pressures, as well as relative reservoir parameters, etc, will be used for the appraisal of

the value of technical flexibility. Based on our analysis and conclusion of the thesis, we suggest

applying decision tree techniques, Monte Carlo simulation, and risk neutral probabilities. Since

the decision tree analysis and Monte Carlo simulation can value the technical flexibility, when

the risk is non-linear with costs. Meanwhile, the risk neutral probability technique can give one

the solution of valuing flexibility, because it is able to represent the relationship between

uncertainty and time. Therefore, the Smith Approach and the Luenberger Approach are more

suitable for valuing the technical flexibility.

On the other hand, if market uncertainty is dominant in the projeet, to value thc market

flexibility, we should focus on modelling market uncertainty. It is a financing problem. We need

to cmploy thc markct information to cvaluatc thc markct flcxibility. Thc pricc volatility,

investment timing, oil price forecast, are necessary. In this case, we suggest using Monte Carlo

simulation, risk neutral probabilities, financial option-pricing instruments, and decision tree

technique as well. These techniques are suitable for the appraisal of market flexibility.

Consequently, we recommend the subjective approach, MAD, the Smith Approach, and the

Luenberger Approach. 'Ihese approaches are suitable tbr market tlexibility valuation.
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However, we could not agree that one method is the best beyond the other approaches,

since each approach has its own strengths and weaknesses for the flexibility valuation. The

choice and application of a real options approach could be determined on the case-by-case basis.

Further research needs researchers to understand the flexibility variables that are used for

modelling technical uncertainty and market uncetrainty, and to value real options in a realistic,

and "option-doable" way.
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Appendix A: Fetkovich Decline Curve Analysis Features

The Fetkovich Type Curve represents an integration of analyticall and empirical2 models for

the rate decline performance of oil and gas reserves operating at nearly constant bottom-hole

flowing pressure.

The assumptions of the Fetkovich Type Curve are (l) single-phase flow (2) no water

injection and no water production (3) production rate is proportional to p- pwt. p is the average

pressure in the reservoir and p* is the bottom pressure in the production well. When a well first

starts to produce, whether at a constant rate or flowing bottom hole pressure, the pressure

disturbance so created propagates radically from the well bore out into the producing zone until

a natural or man-made boundary or fluid contact is encountered. Prior to the pressure

disturbance reaching a boundary, the well is said to behave as if the producing zone were

infinite in size. After reaching a natural or man-made no-flow outer boundary, the well is said to

behave in "depletion mode", hereafter referred to as Late Time behaviour. The time at which

infinite-acting behaviour ends and depletion behaviour begins is known as the time required to

reach 'þseudo-stead-state" behaviour. A useful equation relating the time required to reach

pseudo-steady-state behaviour to reservoir parameters for a homogeneous producing zone

exhibiting classical radial flow follows:

to,, =(379Útt,c,,A)lk ......4(1)

Where: lo"":time, hours

4:porosity, fraction

I Mathematical models based on the physics describing fluid flow in porous media.
2 Statistically derived equations found via observation to adequately model the behaviour of oil and gas wells.
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l,: viscosity, cP

c ti :totul system compressib ility, psi-r

A:area, ¡t2

Analytical solution can describe infinite-acting and pseudo-steady-state behavior. The

solution can be represented in the curves. The X and Y axes are presented in the form of

dimensionless variables. Early Time Curves Dimensionless Y axis is shown below:

noo=ffiffi,['"[*)+] .A(2)

A(3)

X axis is present as Equation A(3):

..4(4)

Where rwat apparent well bore radius.

r-: actualwell bore radius

s well's skin factor

The empirical Arps3 decline equation represents the relationship between production rate

and time for oil wells during pseudo steady-state period and is shown as follows:

,*=ffi# +"1(,-"ì' ']þt*) ;]

., =-rn[L.l...l'* )

Hyperbolic Equation: q(t) = ffi
A(5)

' Atpr, J.J., "Analysis of Decline Curves," Trans, AIME (1945) 160,228-247
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where q(t) is the oil production rate at production time t and qi is the initial oil production

rate. b and Di are two constants. Equation A(1) can be reduced in two special cases: b=0 and

b=1. b=0; Equation A(5) can be converted to be an exponential decline model. See Equation

A(6).b=1; Equation A(5) can be converted to an Harmonic model A(7).

q(t) = q,eD" A(6)

.A(7)

Fetkovich developed an equation between the exponential decline model and the analytical

solutions for a welVreservoir exhibiting pseudo-steady-state behaviour:

Equation A(8) shows the relationship between empirical and anal¡ical solution:

A(8)

A(e)
2(0.00634)kD_

Qp&,G -ú.tl^(^.-'-) ;]

The Fetkovich Type Curve can be used in two ways: (1) as a diagnostic plot against which to

compare a logJog plot of a well or reservoir decline rate; (2) as a source of quantitative

information (reservoir parameters from Early Time data curye matching and rate forecast from

Late Time data curve matching.)
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Appendix B: Li-Horne Model: Decline Analysis Models for Production Forecasting

Li et al (20031200412005) supported the idea that the exponential decline hyperbolic curve

tends to undervalue reserves and production rates and that the harmonic decline curve has a

tendency to overvalue the reservoir performance. They agreed that in some production cases, the

decline data fitted neither the exponential nor the harmonic model but was a cross over of the

entire set ofcurves.

Li-Horne Model is shown in following equations:

Iq(t)=aofrr-øo ......8(1)

Where:

.B(2)

bo = AMiLps ...8(3)

A is area of the reservolr.

L is the length of the reservoir or core.

S, is the water saturation behind the water front.

^S,, 
is the initial water saturation.

lp is the density difference between water (the wetting) and oil (the nonwetting) phases.

g is the gravity constant.

P"" is the capillarypressure at S,

u)isthe global mobility in which relative permeability data of oil and water are included.
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The Li-Horne Model presents the relationship between production rate and the cumulative

production. Based on the Li-Horne Model, a linear trend can be obtained by plotting X axis q

versus the reciprocal of cumulative production (or the recovery). The maximum recovery or the

recoverable reserve is shown as the follow equationl

....8(4)

B(s)

.B(6)

.B(7)

Where S,,. is the residual oil saturation.

M:= uåu..
ui+ui

,;=ù
lto

kk
Mw

/t,

Where k is the permeability of the rock sample.

tj, is the oil relative permeability at a specific water saturation.

/c| is the water relative permeability at a specific water saturation.

po llw ate the oil and waJer viscosities respectivelSr.

Li et al concluded that the model can match the production data at the later period of

production. The maximum value of recovery predicted by the Li-Horne model is greater than the

harmonic model and the exponential model. Through comparison with the other two models,

they conclude that Li-Horne Model may have a better accuracy than the exponential model and

the harmonic model.
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Appendix C: Real Option Equations for Case 1

ø(/)' P.o¿.rction rate at time t

s(t): Gus price at time t

so, Gu, price at time 0

n: Production years

ã(l) 
' 
vu.iuble production costs rate

ã: Variable production costs

c"(t) :operation costs at time t

coption - Option costs

c *(t): Fixed costs at time t

D v"o'tv : Depreciation yearly

Cwaterconing: 
Watef COning COSTS

Pe : Contract penalty at the fifth year

c"ou; 
capital expenses

2(t): Taxes at time t

1:Taxrate

R(/): Revenue at time t

NPZ ; ¡sl present value of the project

PV(t) ' Present value at time t

IryACC: Weighted average capital costs rate

cÍ(t)'Frce cash flow at time t
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d: Producing day

C-1. Gas prices model

Gas prices and production rates both vary stochastically over time following a random

and conditional random walk respectively.

A: Gas prices model

ds(t) =0.02s(t)dt +0.04s(t)dz(r) lyearly). .5(3a)

In month,
ltmonth -

dS (t\ = 0.00 I 667S(t) dt + 0.01 | s 47 S (t) dz (t) I monthly

B: Production rates models

a) Keepnormalproductionmodel. .....5(aa)

b) Increasing production directly model. .....5(4b)

c) Implementing a reseryoir management program, the production model.5(4c)

C-2 Net Present Value

1) The gas production:

q=ø(t) x a ..5(s)

Fyedy

12 t

o.',,n = 
Ftzxoy"o,ty

s(3b)

2) Variable cost at time t:
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õ =d(t)xQ

3) Depreciation in a year (straightJine):

D y"orty= ]x (Bo - Salvage)

Here, salvage is assumed to be zero.

4) Cash taxes at time t:

)'1t'¡ = 1Y1P -õ - 
" m - D r"o,ry) ...s(8)

5) Free cash flow cÍ(t).

EBIT(t) = R(r) - ã - c ¡, - D yearrt

Cf Q)_EBITØ- )"(t)+ Dy,o,ry

6) Present value and net present value ofthe project:

T

.5(6)

s(7)

s(9a)

s(eb)

PV =Z cf (t)

,=0 (t+WACC)I 5(l0a)

NPV 
"¡o¡""3 

= PV 
"hoi""3 

- Inveslment 
. . 5( 1 0b)

If the company could not fulfil the contract, PV at the 5th year that the company

recerves:

t67
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7) Option costs:

C option = C uercisin g 
-reseruo¡r ,management - 

program + C d"toyirg 
- lo, -bidding . .5 ( 1 1)

8) If the company delays for bidding for decision, implements a reservoir

management program, the net present value of project is:

NPV 
"¡o¡."2 

= PV 
"ho¡"e2 

- ínvestmenl - c or,,on .s(12)

See Table 36, Table 37 and Table 38

The expect value of the strategy "keeping normal pl'oductions" is -0.21 million

dollars. The expect value of the strategy "increasing production immediately" is 0.64

million dollars. The expect value of the strategy "delaying for bidding and

implementing the reservoir management program" is 0.10 million dollars.

Table 366 Project Net Present Values for "Keeping Normal Production "

Free cash flow
WACC
Discount factor
PV offree cash flow
Present value
Contract penalty
-Capex
NPV ofproiect

0

-2.20

0.51

0.12
0.89
0.45
t.26
1.25

0.22
-0.2r

-1.2s

0.38
0.t2
0.80
0.30

0.32
0.t2
0.71

0.23

0.26
0.t2
0.64
0.16

0.20
0.t2
0.57
0.t2

EBIT
-Cash taxes
+Depreciation
-Capex

0.05
0.01
0.46

-0.08
0.00
0.46

-0.14
0.00
0.46

-0.20
0.00
0.46

-0.26
0.00
0.46

0.22

Revenue
-Variable cash costs
-Fixed cash costs
-Depreciation

3.91

2.98
0.41
0.46

3.46
2.67
0.41
0.46

3.29
2.56
0.41
0.46

3. l3
2.46
0.41
0.46

2.98
2.37
0.41
0.46

Period
Price
Gas production
Variable (production) cost

012
55.00 56.10

293969 71000 61724
42.00 43.26

J

57.22
57551
44.56

4
58.3',1

53661
45.89

5

s9.53
50033
47.27

6

Contract penalty lz.zo Miuiott dollars ltv, lev"

Producing days 1355 Þays Mean Iso
Current normal productivity 200 fhousand Cubic meters /day Þecline rate
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Table 377 Project NPV for "Increasing productions immediately"

Free cash flow
WACC
Discount factor
PV offree cash flow
PV ofproject
-Capex
Contract Penalty
NPV of proiect

0.75
0.12
0.89

0 0.67
0.87
0.22

-2.20 t.25
0.64

0.57
0.r2
0.80
0.45

-0.14
0.12
0.64
-0.09

-0.04
0.12
0.71
-0.03

-0.24
0.12
0.57
-0.14

EBIT
-Cash taxes
+Depreciation
-Capex 0.22

0.33
0.04
0.46

0.r2
0.01
0.46

-0.60
0.00
0.46

-0.50
0.00
0.46

-0.70
0.00
0.46

Revenue
-Variable cash costs
-Fixed cash costs
-Depreciation
-Water coning costs

5.08
3.88
0.41
0.46

4.03
3.t4
0.41
0.46
0.52

4.33
3.34
0.41
0.46

3.76
2.96
0.41
0.46
0.54

3.50
2.78
0.41
0.46
0.55

Period Total
Price ($/unit)
Gas production (tcm) 363104
Production cost ($/unit)

0l
55.00
92300
42.00

2
56. l0
7709s
43.26

3

57.22
70460
44.56

4
58.37
64396
45.89

5

59.53
58853
47.27

Production
Producing days
Later production costs
for the water-coning

Thousand cm lday Decline rate
Days
Million dollars Increase rate

9%(Mean) 8%(SD)

3%(Mean) 6%(SD)

260
355
0.52
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Table 38 NPV for ,t

Free cash flow
WACC
Discount factor
PV offree cash flow
PV ofproject
Option cost
NPV ofproiect

-2.16

0.36
0.12
0.89
0.32
2.26
2.t6
0.10

0.81
0.12
0.80
0.65

0.74
0.12
0.71

0.53

0.68
0.12
0.64
0.43

0.6r
0.12
0.57
0.35

0.41
0.r2
0.51

0.21

EBIT
-Cash taxes
+Depreciation
-Capex

0.28
0.03
0.12

0.40
0.05
0.46

0.32
0.04
0.46

0.25
0.03
0.46

0.17
0.02
0.46

0.08
0.01
0.35

0.22

Revenue
-Variable cash costs
-Fixed cash costs
-Deprcciation
-Water coning costs

2.0t
1.51

0.10
0.r2

5.48
4.21
0.41
0.46

5.32
4.1,3

0.41
0.46

5.16
4.04
0.41
0.46

5.00
3.96
0.41
0.46

3.64
2.9t
0.31

0.35

otal 0
0
55

0.67
I
55.73

36000
42.42

1.67

2
56.85
96365
43.69

2.67 3.67 4.67 5.67
3456
57.98 59.14 60.33 61.53
9t66s 87t95 82942 59t73
45.00 46.35 47.74 49.18

($/unit)
production (tcm) 334r

cost 42.00

DaysProducine davs l¡ss
Ihousand Cubic meters /dayProduction-Permian2 1300

7%5%Decline ratef. MillionJption costs D.tø
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C-3 The Classical Approach

Comparison of financial option and Real Options

Table 389 Comparisons of Variables in Case I

Case I Solution

Real Option Value

Co = S,N(dt)- Xe-'q-') u@r) ...s(13)

,s/

X
+(r +o.soz)(r -t¡

dt_ T-t

Where:

d, - dr-oJlJ

co: P.i". of Real (Delay) Option at time t

s,: Value of reserves discounted by delaying lag

N( ) : fne cumulative normal density function

Net production revenue less depletionDividendD
Risk-free rate of interestRisk-free rate of interestrf
Relinquishment proiectTime to expirationT

Variance of rate of change of the
value of recoverable reserves

Variance of rate of return on the stock02

Delaying cost plus reservoir
management cost plus production
costs

Exercise priceX

Value of developed recoverable
reserves discounted by delaying time.

Current stock priceS

Reserves in Case 1Stock Call OptionS'rmbols

T7I
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x : Exercise price ( X = costs of delaying for bidding r costs of

reservoir management* production costs)

z: Expiration date of the option

/ : Exercise time

r : Risk-free rate of interest

02 :Yanance of gas prices

Gas prices model

Equation 5(3a) and 5(3b);

llmonth -
Fyearty O^*,r=E xoyearlyInmo , t2

)

ds(t) = 0.001667^s(r) dt + 0.011547 s(t)dz(t) I monthly

See Table 41, the project value (the NPV plus Real Option value) is $2.87

million dollars. Based on the classic approach, while the gas volatility is high, the value

of the project is high.

F'igure 40 Real Options Valuation-The Classic Approach

Real Option Valuation--The Classlc Approach

16

.-gD

o¡
o

.Jo'd
o-

1 2

I

4

0

- 
ftqjsçf y6[js
with options

- 
þsl¡i¡siç
value(NF/)

3.00 8.00 13.00 18.00 23.00

E<erclse Prlce, $MM

28.00
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C-4 The Subjective Approach

Comparison of variables of stock call options and reserves

The Subjective approach starts at the net present value. The net present value is

discounted by WACC. The volatility is the project returns volatility. It applies Monte

Carlo Simulation to solve the volatility (we discuss it later). The approach assumes the

project value is comprised of the net project value without flexibility, plus the value of

flexibility.

Table 40 Parameters in the Subjective Approach

Net production revenue less depletionDividendD
Risk-free rate of interestRisk-free rate of interestR
Relinquishment proi ectTime to expirationT

Variance of rate of project returnsVariance of rate of retum on
the stock

o 2

Delaying cost plus reservoir
management cost

Exercise priceX

Net present value discounted by
WACC

Current stock priceStock
Reserves in Case IStock Call OptionSymbols

Solution

5(14)Cs = S,N(d) - Xe-'Q-') N(dz)

d

*(f).t'. o.soz¡1r-q

d, - dt-oJr -t

.5(1s)

.5(16)
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Where:

co 

' 
Pri"" of Real (Delay) Option at time t

e
"t: Project present value

N( ) 
' 
fh" cumulative normal density function

x : Exercise price ( x = costs of delaying for bidding * costs of

reservoir management)

1": Expiration date of the option

/ : Exercise time

r : Risk-free rate of interest

02 : Yaiance of project retums

Gas nrices model

Equation 5(3a) and 5(3b);

In month,
Pmonth -

d s (t¡ = 0. 00 1 667,s(f ) dt + 0.0 I I 5 47 s (t) dz (t) / m o n t h ly

Production models

a) Keep normal production model:

Given g(0)=200 thousand ttf /duy,using Equation 5(4a);

b) Increasing production directly model:

Given g(0)=260 thousand mr/duy,using Equation 5(ab);

F yearty

t2
)

o."ro = 
Foxoy"a,ty

.s(17)
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c) Implementing a reservoir management program, the production model:

Given 9(0)=300 thousand nf lday,using Equation 5(4c);

The volatilitv of oroiect returns

NPV 
"hoi""2 

= PV 
"ho¡cez 

- Inves lment

PVchoicez=,1ffi

E(p1^\= E(FCF), + EeV) 
.

(t+wACC)t (l+lvACC)t

..s(18)

.5(1e)

.5(20)

.....s(21)

.....s(22)

s(23)o = StdDev(Z)

See Table 16: After running Monte Carlo simulation, one will obøin:

PVt =1.94: E(Plù 
=2.65 ; FC4=0.95

o 
=55o/o

Therefore, the project value (the NPV plus Real Option Value) is $2.73 M.

See Table 41 the solution of the Subjective Approach.

C-5 The Market Asset Disclaimer

Gas prices model
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Equation 5(3a) and 5(3b);

In month,
Fmonth -

dS(t) = 0.001667.s(r) dt + 0.011547 S(t)dz(r) / monthly

Production models

a) Keep nonnal production model:

Given q(0)=200 thousand m3 I day,5(4a);

b) Increasing production directly model:

Given A(0)=260 thousand rrf /day,5(4b);

c) Implementing a reservoir management program, the production model:

Given q(0)=300 thousand m3 I day, 5(4c);

Proiect nresent value

Fyearly

t2 ,

The volatility of proiect returns

o-",* = 
Fnxoy"o,ty

NPV = PV -Investment

.s(24\

.s(2s)

PYcho¡"ez=à#"
s(26)

NPV 
"hoi"ez 

= PV 
"hoi""2 

- Investment
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E(p7^\= E(FCFt) 
. + E(PVt) 

.\ v/ 
Q+WACC)' (|+WACC)'

5^^Ë I'cFt
PVt-"hoi""t = 

à ru*nuf

...5(28)

s(2e)

o = StdDev(Z) s(30)

5(3 l)

...s(32)

5(33)

See Table 17: After running Monte Carlo simulation, we obtarn:

PVt-"ho¡""1 =1.94; 
E(Plù =2.65; 

FCF, =g.g5

o =55/o

Binominal tree

u="oñ

a=!
u

l+r¡ -d
u-d .s(34)

See Table 18

oJ,ttu=e =1.3732

¿=!
u =0.7282

l+r¡ -d
u-d =0.4989; 1-p=0.5011

p-
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Real Ootion Value with costs

NPV

Net Real Ootion Value

f oprøn

C-6 The Smith Approach

r(l): Price at time t

',, Giu"ostate of information

V' uz = maxÍVu2 - C,ou-).Of

Ví¿ =maxl(Vud -Cop,ion) 0]

Víz =maxÍ(V,, -C"o,r,) 0l

V¡ = NPVxU

Va = NPV xd

V,,, = NPYxu"2

V"^^^, = NPV xuxd

V¿, = NPVxd^2

Vut

ví'

vh = îpVíz + Q - flVi)lQ + r¡)

Vh =lpvía +Q- Ðt421/0+rì

Voprion =0.52MM

See Table 43 Evolution of Project Value, and Table 44 Project Option Value.

V p-jnt =Voprion + NPV

=0.52+2.26 =2.78MM

5(36)

s(37)

5(38)

c(t'a) : Risþ cash flo\M streams
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c":Pay offs generated from astrategy d

þ, t Areplicating trading strategy

z: Risk neutral probability

Separation theorem lincomplete market) for investment problem:

'Q)=tffis(t,a)=t[#]

y'=maxt,lZffil

s(3e)

.5(40)

Separation theorem (comnlete marketl for financins problem:

P, (t - l, (D 
-t) s (t, a4) = c(t, a,) + p, (t, a,) s (t, a4) s(41)

The case is dominated by technical uncertainty. The managers would not trade

the project as securities. Based on this assumption, there is no financing problem in the

case. We also assume the investors' risk attitude is neutral.

¡ = c(0) + nlnØ(o)s(o) :tB(t -t) - BØls(r) > c(r)) r > 0

li
I r=o

c(t)

(t + r¡)t ....s(42)

r : c(0) + ma*{p1o¡"10):ÍP(t -t)- P(t)ls(t) < cQ)lt > 0

v = stJp Et
trell
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inf
ntte

v

Production models

dq(t) = pqs()dt + onøQ)dz nQ)

a) If increasing production immediately,

q(0) =300: dq(t) = -0.l0q(t)dt + 0.09q(t)dzr(t)

q(0) = 260: dq(t) = -0.09q(t)dt + 0.08q(t)dz nQ)

q(0) =200: dq(t) = -0.07 q(t)dt + 0.06q(t)dz nQ)

b) If implementing a reservoir management program,

ø(0) = 400: dq(t) = -0.05q(t)dt + 0.0&q(r)dz o(t)

q (0) = 300 : dq (t) = -0.0 5 q (t) dt + 0.07 q (t) dz 
n 
(t)

q(0) = 200 : dq(t) = -0.06q(t)dt + 0.07 q(t)dz 
n Q)

Gas price models

Equation 5(3a) and 5(3b);

s(44)

.s(4s)

s(asa)

5(4sb)

5(45c)

.....s(46a)

..5(46b)

5(46c)

In month,
llmon¡h -

dS(t) :0.001667,S(t) dt + 0.01t547 S(t)dz(t) / monthly

The volatilitv in the proiect is eas nrice volatilitv.

Gas price v olatility-4Yo.

u..--..,.. fl
f amo*h=l!12xor"*rt
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See Table 2l The Smith Approach-Discrete Decision Tree

The company should delay for bidding for the contract, implementing the reservoir

management program. The project value with Real Option is 0.92 million dollars, which

is higher than the project value of increasing production immediately.

C-7 The Luenberger Approach

Time-discrete decision tree

There is a doubletree approach for production and gas uncertain variables

Production models

Su Production Probabilities Ín the Luen A

Gas price models

Binominal tree model:

u=eofr .s(47)

a=!
u

p=
l+r, -d

u-d

s(48)

s(4e)

s(s0)o = Gas price volatility.. .

See Table 22,the Binominal Tree for the price model.

ProbabiliW lo.t lo.: lo.z lo.3 lo.1

Gas Production Þeo l¡oo l¡so l4oo l45o
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Proiect value at zero-level:

V=flow*oil price-fixed cost-variable cost+l/1.05*(risk-neutral value of next period)

Project Value = C0 + l/RxE(Cl) = NPV+ROV

= (Flow*oil price-fixed cost-variable Cost)

+ l/R*(risk-neutral value of nextperiod). ...5(51)

The nroiect volatilitv

Gas price v olatrlity--4Yo

Table 39 The Classic Approach

$, Million2.88Proiect value

2.875003405C

0.960575088N(D2)

0.96706099sN(DI)

t.75739847tD2

1.83925t999D1

$, million18.62Exercise Price

l0o/"Gas Price Volatility

s%Risk free interest rate

years0.67Time to maturity

$, million20.87Current value

Outnuts

$, million dollars2.16Option costs

$/thousand cubic meters42.00Production costs

$, million dollars18.62Exercise costs

$/thousand cubic meters55.00Current gas price

70%Permian 2 reservoir production

thousand cubic meter/day25sMaximum production
billion Cubic meters1.5Ori ginal recoverable reserves

million cubic meter560Contract production
Innuts
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Table 40 Project Return Votatility for "Implementing Reservoir Management

program" in the Subjective Approach

Free cash flow
WACC
Discount factor2
PV of free cash flow2
PV2 of project
PVl

0.36
0.12
0.89
0.32
2.26
t.94

0.68
0.12
0.64
0.43

0.74
0.12
0.71
0.53

0.81
0.12
0.80
0.65

0.61
0.t2
0.57
0.3s

0.41
0.12
0.5 r
0.2r

EBIT
-Cash taxes
+Depreciation
-CaPex

0.40
0.05
0.46

0.r7
0.02
0.46

0.28
0.03
0.12

0.25
0.03
0.46

0.08
0.01
0.35

0.32
0.04
0.46

0.22

Revenue
-Variable cash costs
-Fixed cash costs
-Depreciation

5.48
4.21
0.41
0.46

5.16
4.04
0.41
0.46

5.00
3.96
0.41
0.46

3.64
2.91
0.31
0.35

2.01
L51
0.10
0.t2

5.32
4.13
0.41
0.46

Iime
Period
Price/unit
Gas production
Production cost/unit

Total 0
0
55.00

45334r
42.00

0.67
I
55.73
36000
42.42

1.67 2.67 3.67 4.67 5.67
23456
56.85 57.98 59.14 60.33 61.53
96365 9t665 8719s 82942 59173
43.69 45.00 46.35 47.74 49.18

in first 5

cubic meters
Operation costs lzx l$. tr¿itlion
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Table 41 Project Value (with Option Value) in the Subjective Approach

US$, million2.73Proiect value with optlon
US$, million0.475886510C

0.479836874N(D2)
0.654679286N(DI)
-0.050562829D2
0.39't984873D1

US$. million0.10NPV
1.080162100NPVq

US$. million2.090872505PV(x)
US$, million2.16Exercise Price X

54.94%Volatility
5%Risk free interest rate Rf

Years0.67Time to maturity T

US$, million2.26Current value S

UnitValueParameters

Table 42 Market Asset Disclaimer (MAD)-Risk Neutral Probability

l-p h<nrr
rp prob lo.+ssq

t þ.tzsz
u |t.3732

It (the length of binomial period) þ.33

Binomial step Þ.oo
YeatT p.67
Us$. millionOption costs lz.te

Risk free rate lsY,

WACC Itzy"
VolatiliW ls4.e4%
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Table 43 MAD --Binominal Tree: Evolution of Project Value ($' million Us)

1.20

r.64
2.262.26

3.10

4.26

Table 44 MAD- Project Option Value

Table 45 the Smith Approach-Discrete Decision Tree

$2.78MThe Proiect Value with Option
0.34 Years0.33 YearsThe current value of the option

0

0.05

0.100.52

1.04

2.t0

0.000.l30.230.280.350.420.200.00260.0030%Low
0.670.310.480.560.640.730.330.00300.0040%Nominal0.92

2.360.500.760.881.00l.t40.460.00400.0030%Hish
NPVYear6Year5Year4Year3Year2YearlYear0.67Choice 2

.2.03.0.27.0.23.0.17).35).4840%Low
-2.41.0.41.0.36.0.29).35).48600/"Hieh-4.46¿00.00t0%Low
J.67.0.19.0.12.0.03).51J.7t40%Low
).28.0.32-0.25.0.140.51).7160%Hieh).44¿60.00+0%Nominal-0.79

t.t4.0.13-0.05).060.62).8740%Low
EPV

).76.0.27-0.18-0.050.62).8760%Hieh).91100.00t0%FIieh

\PV
Year5Year4Year3lear2Yearl

Water Coning
Costs Uncertainty

ÐPV
3as
rroduction
:TCM)

ProbChoice 1

Proiect Present Value
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-0.11483Down probabilitv
l. I 1483Up probabiliW
ù.96079Down factor
1.04081Up factor
4%Siema
5Iime periods, years

Table 46 The Luenberger Approach-Inputs

Table 47 The Luenberger Approach - Gas Price Evolution

Year 4 lYear 5Year 3Year 2Yearl
|+7.4e:$ÆCM)

+9.43 151.45

53.55 lss.7351.45

58.01 leo.¡s55.7353.55
62.84 16s.4060.3858.01t5.73
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